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Tuesday, 16th July, 1901.

Petitti: Hrepton Plains Railwa Bill (pzivtap-Paperapresented-Revenuenod Expenditure, State-
mont by the Trenrer-Motion (urgency): Boilwa
Manegemflt, Aspetioa in the Press-Loan Bib.
Standing Orders. uspension, Bill witbdnwn.-Lon
Bill (No. 2, corrected)lint reading; second reading
moved, Adouwned (division)-Adjomrment.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at
4-30 o'clock, p.

PRAYERS.

PETTTJON-HAMPTON PLAINS RAIL-
WAY BILL (PalvArs).

MR. F. W. MOORHEAD presented a
petition from the Hampton Plains Estate,
Limited, praying for leave to introduce
a private Bill, intituled "An Act to
authorise the Hampton Plains Estate,
Limited, to construct Sand maintain a
line of railway from Lakeside to the
Hampton Plains."

Petition received and re4.

PAPERS PRESENTED.
By the PREMIER: Return (moved for by

Mr. J. La. Nanson) relative to agricultural
areas in South-West District.

fly the MINISTER FOR MINES: Regu-
lation under "The Mines Regulation
Act" relating to signalling in mines.

By the COMMISSIONER 0OF RAILWAYS:
Return (moved for by Mr. C. H. Rason)
relative to claims made for damage done
by fires caused by sparks from railway
locomotives.

Ordered to lie on the table.

REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE-STATE-
MENT BY THE TREASURER

THE COLONIAL TREASURER
(Hon. F. fllingworth) : For the informa-
tion of the House, I desire to give the
figures of the revenue and expenditure
for the year. The revenue for June wag
.£298,106 5s. Bd; making a total for the
year of £3,078,033 Ila. 3d. The expen-
diture for June was £2357,659 12s. 2d.;
making a total expenditure for the year
of £3,165,244 4s. 4d.; or an excess of
expenditure over revenue of £87,210 13s.
id. The credit balance in London at
the 30th June-I shell give particulars of
this latter-was; £12,371 12s. 10d. Debit

excess of expenditure as above £87,210
13s. Id.; showing the debit or deficiency
on the B0th June, to be £74,839 Os. 3d.

MOTION IURGENCY)-RAILWAY MAN-
AGEMENT, ASPERSIONS IN THE
PRESS.

Mu. F. CONNOR (East Kimberley) : I
beg to move the adjournment of the Hlouse
in order to discuss what I consider to be
a very grave public question in this State
to-day. I will ask hon. members to take
this quest-ion as being a grave one. I
am referring now to the criticisms which
have appeared in the Press, and also in
papers which have been laid on the table
of this House, on the management of our
railways. I excuse myself for taking up
the time of the House, because it has
been suggested by the Government that
the great Loan Bill which is coming
before this House sbould be rushed
through all its stages to-night; therefore
if I do not bring the matter before the
House now, I shall not have an oppor-
tunity, probably, of bringing it forward
in the manner I desire. It is within the
knowledge of lbon, members that accusa-
tions of a most grave and serious nature
have appeared in the Press against the
management of the railways of Western
Australia. The accusations do not finish
there. Certain insinuations which have
been made in the Press go beyond
criticism of the absolute paid manage-
ment of the railways, I therefore think,
that before we take upon ourselves this
loan of three and a half millions, we ought
to have an expression of opinion from
the Minister who controls the railways,
and from the Government as a whole,
as to what their action is likely to be
in regard to the accusations which have
appeared, as 1 say, in the Press and in
papers laid on the table of the House.
It has been suggested that the nmanage-
meat is corrupt; that the management is
rotten ; that certain rails and fastenigs,
and I do not know what else, have been
sold at a price less than their value; and
that certain concessions were given to
certain individuals. Before I will vote
on this Loan Bill, I want a distinct and
definite statement from the Government
side as to what action will be taken. Is
it the intention to suspend the gentleman
who has been publicly accused, and so

Igive him an opportunity to refute. the
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charges, if they, are untrue P I hope
they are untrue; in fact I believe they
are untrue. However these statements
have been made, and they are damaging
to the executive and damaging to the
control of the greatest department of the
State; therefore I desire, before this
House passes the Loan Bill or goes into
Committee or takes the next stage of the
Bill into consideration, to bare an ex-
pression of opinion from the Government
as to what their action is likely to be in
this matter.

THE SPEARER: Does anyone second
the motionP

Mn. T. F. QUINLAN (Toodyay): I
second the motion.

TaE COMMISSIONER OF RAIL-
WAYS (Hon. J. J. Holmes): All I am
prepared to say, at this stage is that I am
sure the Government and the House as
a whole are desirous that the matter
should be dealt with as speedily as
possible.

MRs. F. CowNon: Before the Loan
Bill ?

THE COMMISSIONER OF RATL-
WAYS: Not necessarily before the Loan
Bill. I take it that any individual in the
public service can be dealt with in a right
manner, apart from the Loan Bill
altogether. It is necessary that the Loan
Bill should be proceeded with at once;
and the departmental officer concerned,
if guilty, should be dealt with in the
proper manner at the earliest possible
date, or, if the allegations are not sub-
stantiated, should be exonerated as soon
as possible. The Government will cause
an inquiry to be made, and will assist in
every possible way to bring it about.

Mu. JAcoary: What definite steps have
you taken P

Tiars COMMISSIONER OF RAIL-
WAYS: Notice of motion in respect to
this matter bas been given by the member
for Subiaco, (Mr. Daglish) for to-morrow,
I think. So far it has taken me all my
time to deal with matters that have
cropped up since I became Minister of
Railways, and I has's not had an oppor-
tunity to go into anything which has
transpired in the past. I may mnention
that when sitting on the opposite side I

probe this very matter to the greatest
possie extent; but the House at that
stage did not give me the support it
should have given. However, as the

Minister now in charge of the railways,
I am prepared to lend the House any
possible assistance to bring about an
inquiry. All I can say is-and the House
will agree with me, I hope-that my
hands have been fairly full since I came
into office. As soon, as I get a little
breathing space, however, I shall be only
too pleased to go into the matter.

How. F. HI. PIESSE (Williams):
Before this motion is disposed of I
would like to say, having been the
Minister controlling the department on
the occasion that those rails are stated
to have been disposed of, there is no
one more anxious than myself to see
an inquiry held. I care not whether it
be a Royal Commission or a Select Comn-
mittee of this House, I care not what
form the inquiry take, so long as the
matter be referred to some body who
will go thoroughly into it. I am quite
sure, as far as I am concerned, that
the evidence I shall. give on the inquiry
will be given with the one desire only-
to clear up the matter once and. for all.
If there are any persons in the service
guilty of collusion in any respect with
this company, let those officers be brough t
to justice; and if I, as Minister then
controlling the department, am charged
with having connived at the sale of
those rails with any ulterior motive,
or with having disposed of them for the
purpose of benefiting this company and
thus benefiting myself , then I say there
is no one more anxious to have the matter
cleared up thanlIam. As Isaid in reply
to the present Commissioner of Railways,
there is nothing in it; the whole matter
can be sifted to the bottom, and it will
be found, as I have said before, that
nothing out of the ordinary way was ever
done. At the time of the occurrence we
were in the greatest difficulty in regard
to a supply of water on the gold~fields, a
difficulty which caused the officers of the
department to be almost constantly on
the fields. If there has been atpparently
a little laxity on my part or on that of
officers of the department as to furnish-
ing or obtaining the necessary approval
earlier than it was furnished, that laxity
was not due to any desire to avoid
furnishing the approval or to any desire
to give the company which has been
mentioned any specal assistance The
laxity, if any, sprang from a regard for
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the interests of the department. I can
assure the House that I ant prepared
again to say what I said before, and that
I am prepared to support it. Let inquiry
be made, and let it be as far-reaching ms
possible, and no one will be better pleased
than myself, whatever form the inquiry
may take, that of a Royal Commission or
a Select Committee of this House.

MR. P. CONNOR (in reply): I just
want to say that the reply of the
Commissioner of Railways is absolutely
unsatisfactory to me, and that I shall
not feel myself justified as a member
of this House in voting for the Loan
Bill while this particular matter is
at its present stage. I think some-
thing definite was due from the Commis-
sioner, considering the action he took
when he sat on this (Opposition) side
of the House in regard to this very
matter. I will not particularise indi-
viduals, but I do consider that the
Commissioner of Railways should recog-
nise, in view of his previous action
here, that it is necessary the country shall
he satisfied. He should at least have
asked the gentleman accused to resign
his position, pending an inquiry to put
his character right; and I do hope it will
come out right. By leave Of the House, I
wish to withdraw the motion I have made
asking for the adjournment of the House;i
but I wish to emphasise that, in my opinion
at least, the action of the Commissioner of
Railways is not what it should have
been, especially taking into consideration
the course he adopted when he sat on
this (Opposition) side of the House.

MR. DIAMOND: Hear, hear.
Motion by leave withdrawn.

LOAN BILL, M2,500,000.
STANDING ORDERS SUSPENSION.

THE COTONIAL TREASURER: I
desire to move the suspension of the
Standing Orders for the purpose of carry-
ing the Loan Bill through all its stages
mn one evening. I want to impress on
the House the fact that there is extraor-
dinary urgency in this case. Hon. mem-
bers know that it is the desire of the
Government to adjourn the House to-
night or to-morrow, if possible, in view
of the coming festivities. We have very
strong and urgent cables from London
calling on us to get this authorisation

completed immediately, and intimating
that it will be a very serious disadvantage
to the State if the Loan Bill be not
passed and we in consequence have to
go to the London market later during the
present month. If it were not for that,
I would not urge haste in the matter for
one minute. I desire to call the atten-
tion of the House to the fact that indents
are now coming in daily in London, and
no supply is availabl for them. The
Government cannot, I think, be left in
that position-with indents coming into
our office in London and no provision
made to pay them. Large sums of
money are involved, in all over half a
million of money. I expected to have
the exact figures here, but they have not
yet come from the Treasury. I want
to point out to hon. members that
this is not a Government question at
all. It does not affect the Government
from any point of view whatever. For
although this Bill gives us the right to
raise the money, still the expenditure of
the money is entirely under the control
of the House by the Loan Estimates.
The Government do not intend to
approach the London market for a larger
sum than a million and a half; in fact
that is as much as we dare approach it
for at the present time. To befrankwith
the House, it simply means that if the
Loan Bill be not passed before we pro-
rogue, we shall have to stop public works.
We shall have to stop the Coolgardie
Water Scheme (in progress), also the
Fremiantle Harbour Works, and we shall
be in a very questionable position in
London. Having made this statement
plainly, I leave the responsibility to mem-
bers of the Hffouse. We have a deficit of
£78,000 on the one account, and a deficit
of £94,000 on the other, these going a
long way to absorb the money in ques-
tion. I move that the Standing Orders
be suspended, with the object of passing
the Loan Bill through -all its stages in
one sitting.

Question put and passed, and the
Standing Orders suspended accordingly.

[Loan Bill had been introduced, and
the second reading moved by the Trea-
surer, at the last sitting.]

NOTION-TO WITHDRAW BILL.

Taa COLONIAL TREASURER
(Hon. F. Illingwortli): In introducing
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this Loan Bill, I found theme were several
clerical errors-some of the figures had
got transposed ; and although this makes
no difference at all to the result as far as
the schedule is concerned, and nO altera-
tion in the total amount, yet it seems to
me it would perhaps be better for us to
carry out parliamentary practice and ask
leave to withdraw this Bill, for the pur-
pose of substituting an amended Bill with
the corrections needed. I have handed
to the leader of the Opposition (Hon. F.
H. Piesse) a copy of the Bill, and I think
he has no objection. I move that the
Bill, as laid upon the table, be with-
drawn, for the purpose of substituting an
amended Bill.

How. F. H. PIESSE (Williams)
Before the Bill is withdrawn I would
like to ask the Colonial Treasurer for
what reason the amount for "1Develop-
ment of A griculture, including drainage"
has been altered from the amount pre-
viously stated in the Bill, X22,000, to
£42,400 ? And I see there has been an
alteration in the estimate for public
batteries, the sum having been reduced
from £683,000 to X42,400. I understood
before that the Government intended to
put on the estimates the stun of £22, 000
for Agriculture, and now there seems to
be some reason for altering that amount
at this stage.

THE COLONIAL TREASURER: The
reason, if I may be permitted to explain,
is this. When the sum of £60,000 was
fixed upon for the erection of Public
Batteries, the fact was overlooked that
there was a surplus in hand on this vote,
and the Government were anxious to
increase the Agriculture vote. Finding
we had a surplus, we decided to change
the figures, making the sum on the public
batteries vote £20,000 less, and putting
£220,000 more upon the Development of
Agriculture vote. The odd moneys, £2,400,
represents the 6 per cent, interest, as the
hon. member knows. I hope it will be
Satisfactory to the House to know we are
able to make this change.

Question put and passed, and the Hill
withdrawn.

LOAN BILL (No. 2), X3,60,000O.

Introduced by the COLONIAL TRMFA-
SURER, and read a first time.

SECOND READING.
TWE COLONIAL TREASURER

(Hon. F. fllingworth): I beg to move
that the Bill be now read a second time.

HoN. F. H. PIESSE (Williams):
When the Colonial Treasurer gave notice
of motion to suspend the Standing Orders,
which be has had to repeat to-night to
place himself in order, we of course
inquired why lie asked to have the Stand-
ing Orders suspended. He has again
asked to have the Standing Orders sus-
pended, and this time for the purpose of
passing through all its stages at one
sitting a Loan Bill for the sum of
£83,500,000. We are prompted by a
desire to assist the bon, gentleman in
introducing this Bill, and we have bad
certain information given as to its neces.
sity-the need of providing funds for the
purpose of carrying on the business of the
country. The hon. gentleman in intro-
ducing the former Hill gave certain
reasons why it should be brought in at
this stage, and commended the Bill to the
House on those grounds. The principal
ground he adduced was that he, or the
Government, had received advice from
London Stating that if a portion of the
Bill or the Dill itself were passed, and the
loan placed upon the London market at
the present time, there was a possibility
of the application for the money being
favourably received, and the amount
Subscribed. Of course that is all very
well, and perhaps it shows there is a good
opportunity; but I take it the duty of
this House isto consider carefully a, matter
of this kind. We are in the position of
custodians of the public purse. We are
here to watch Carefully all public expen-
diture, and to exercise a. rigid control
over that expenditure. That is the course
which has been followed in the past, and
no one has expressed a greater desire in
that direction than the members of the
late Opposition. Every opportunity they
then had of questioning expenditure was
taken, and rightly so; and it is the right
of the House, and especially the right of
members on this (Opposition) side, to
ask for farther information in regard to
the matter which has been placed before
us. Notwithstanding the possibilities of
this delay causing inconvenience to the
Government and to the country, I am
prepared to oppose the Bill at this stage,
for the reason that I consider that in
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bringing down a Bill for such a vast
amount as £3,500,000, dad asking this
House to pass it through all stages in
one sitting, they are asking the House to
do that which it is impossible for the
House to do, or at least impracticable, and
it would also be injudicious in the interests
of this countryv. The late Government
never on any occasion, that I know of,
came to the House and asked for a Bill
such as this to be passed through all
stages in one sitting. No matter bow
small the sum may have been, we have,
always given time to the House to fully
consider the Bill, and prior to the intro-
duction of the Bill, discussion has taken
place in regard to the various items. On
every occasion we have had an opportunity
of discussing the items, and time has been
afforded for members to thoroughly
inquire into them. But on this occasion
we are not given the opportunity* which I
take it the House is entitled to; and, as I
Said just now, I would preferthe inconve-
nience and the difficulty which this country
is likely to experience, rather than consent
to passing the Bill through all stages to-
night. When I first heard the Colonial
Treasurer ask for leave to move this kind
of motion, I could hardly think be was
serious; but when he delivered that
speech on Thursday last to which we
listened with great interest, any doubts I
had up to that time were removed, for I
could see the hon. gentleman was indeed
serious, and that his intention was to pass
the Bill through the House, if possible.
We have often heard it said in this
Chamber that the late Government, the
Forrest Government, have come down
with a bold policy; but I am sure no
bolder policy and uo bolder move has
ever been made by any Government in
this House than has been made to-day by
the Government now in office. When a
Treasurer comes here and coolly asks the
House to pass through in one sitting a
Bill foi- £8,500,000, I consider t-he request
is one which this House should certainly
not agree to, and I for one am not
prepared to agree to it. The request is
unprecedented. It has been made in all
seriousness, and should he considered by
this House in all seriousness; -and I
cannot see why the delay of something
like a fortnight should so materially
interfere with the condition of things in
regard to raising this loan. That is a

reason why I prefer we should have time
to have this matter thoroughly considered.
In regard to bringing forward a Bill like
this, no one has said more in opposition
to such a measure or to the introduction
of such a measure than the honourable
the Treasurer himself. In the past he has
frequently cautioned this House against
hasty legislation, against hastily consider-
ing matters of this kind; and here we find
this hon. gentleman, who in the last few
years has taken such a stand against the
introduction of measures such as this,
coming here and asking the House, T may
say, to agree to a measure to which he
himself would have taken very great
exception in the past. I am sure the late
Government would not have dared to
introduce such a measure. In fact, they
would have been prepared to carry on th .e
finances of the country for at least three
or four weeks long~er even under the
present conditions, and would, no doubt,
have been able to so far finance the oblig-
tions or this country as to be in a
position toi meet the demands made upon
them. What evidence have the House
and the country up to the present of the
practicability of the Government ? They
have only been in office a few weeks, and
yet they come down here and ask that we
Shall pass this Bill.

THE COLONIAL TREASURER: To com-
plete your works. That. is all.

HON. P. H. PIESSE, All who have
spoken up to the present have said it is
fair to give the Government a trial, andlI
may so far express myself in the same
direction. I take it the House is pre-
pared to give the Government a trial, but
it is going too far to ask the House to

give the Government a trial in matters
such as this at the commencement of their
career, when they come and ask us to
pass through all its stages a Bill which
involves such a large expenditure.

MR. F. WILSON: What do you pro-
pose to do with it?9

HON. F. H. PIESSE: I will tell you
what I propose to do with it, in a moment.
I say it is a severe. test to hon. members
in regard to that promise, and the Govern-
ment, instead of introducing this Bill for
such a large amount, could have intro-
duced one for a lesser sum, if they wished
to obtain the money so urgently, and
possibly time could also have been given
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-a day, or two or three days -to consider
the matter more fully than we shalb
able to consider it now. Takingjino
account the very large obligationsh wich
the Bill imposes upon the country, the
House should emphatically disapprove Of
the course the Government are taking.
They should disapprove, because the
course proposed should be discounten-
anced, and should not be undertaken
except under very extreme conditions.

MR. F. WILSON: It is an extreme con-
dition when they have important works to
deal with.

RON. F. H. PIESSE: They do not
want £8,500,000, as I will point out in a
few moments. The Government in intro-
ducing this Bill have no doubt been
assisted by the officers of the department,
and doultess the estimates have been
most liberally prepared. The Colonial
Treasurer, who bad so much to do with
matters in the past, was the one who
cautioned the late Government against
the influence of these very officers, yet now
the present Government are ready to adopt
intoto theestimatesof theseofficers without
giving to this House any information
and without questioning the officers
themselves in regard to details, because
if they have been able to question them
in relation to details, why were not those
details placed before hon. members?
We require those details. The Colonial
Treasurer has promised to give us some
details in Committee; but if we are to
consider this question in one sitting,
certainly we shall not be able to pass
the first three or four items inI the
schedule of the Bill. There is not
the slightest probability of our doing
it, because if we had to consider the
Bill fully to-night, there is one item
alone I may Ipoint to, and that is the
question of completing the Railway'
Workshops at Midland Junction. I may
say this question will take more time for
us to consider frilly than this House can
give to the whole Bill to-night. If
we analyse the items in the schedule of
the Bill to see what the Government
propose that this country shall do, we
find the first item, " Browuhill Loop
Railway," requires a balance of £17,000
to complete the construction. I do not
object to that expenditure, because the
work is in hand and there is aw, necessity
to discuss it.

THaE Corownik. TEEAsU&En, Would it

not be bete to leave the items nntil we
get nto Comittee ?

HONq. F. H. PIESSE: Then we come
to the item. "Menzies-Leonora, Ralwy
£.88,700;" said that is an item which
must be provided for. The next item,
the " Cue-Nanie Railway, £260,400," is
a work the whole of which has not been
agreed to by this House. The late
Government did not propose to go
beyond Tuckanarra in extending the Cue
railway, and for that purpose money was
provided on the Estimates; therefore I
say that for the present Government to
ask the House at this stage to vote a sum
for completing the whole of that railway
as far as Nannine is asking us to do
what I think it is not necessary to pro-
vide for at present. Take also the item,
"Additions and Improvements to Opened
Railways, £318,000: " this is a work
which, no doubt, is necessary, but the
expenditure may be spread over some
three or four years before the whole of
the amount will be exhausted. So also
with the item " Rails and Fastenings,
£265,000" and the item " Rolling-stock,
£742,000" also theitem " Railway Work-
shops (Midland Junction), X424,000."
I may say that from my own knowledge
of the past in regard to rolling-stock, and
in regard to all these works, it will be
sufficient if the amounts for these items
are made available for expenditure over
three years. I do not think the whole
amount for each item should be asked for
at once, because the greater portion of the
money cannot be expended before the
period I have stated expires. Then with
regard to rolling-stock, it will require two
years before the whole of that rolling-
stock can come into the couutry, so as to
make it necessary for all the money to be
paid, although a great deal of this rolling-
stock has been ordered already. Then
we come to items under " Harbour
and River Improvements :" for the
" Fremantle Harbour Works, including
wharf-sheds, £2265,000 "; for the ' Fre-
mantle flock and Slip, £266,000 ";
these amounts being evidently to com-
plete the works. Of course there is an
honest intention shown in setting forth
the whole amount required for these
various works, and this intention will
commend itself to the House; but the
Government do not furnish us with
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details with regard to the estimated cost
for each of these works. For instance,
the amount set down in the schedule for
the " Fremntle Dock and Slip" has gone
up evidently £40,000 above the cost as
estimated previously; and we should have
details in regard to that. Then for the
completion of the Fremantle Harbour
Works, £2265,000 is set down; but I
have understood all along that £150,000
more would complete these works. The
Governm~ent now propose this additional
amount, and they do not give us
any additional particulars. With regard
to the total amount required for com-
pleting the Railway Workshops at
Midland ,Junction, I may remind mem-
bers that I have been regarded some-
times as a spendthrift, as one who has
spent a lot of the country's money in
various works, and it has been said I
have paid too much for some of them;
yet looking at this amount in the new
Loan Bill, £424,000 to complete the
Workshops, I say that in all my past
actions I never rose to the occasion in
the same way as the present Govern-
ment have done, in asking for authorisa-
tion to borrow, in one sumn, the whole
amount required for this great work.
Already we have had an expenditure of
£1 37,000 for these Railway Workshops,
and the amount in this schedule is set
down at £424,000 to complete the work.
What is the country coming to when we
are asked to authorise, under this Bill,
£661,000 for these Workshops ? I say
that if £200,000 for this purpose had
been proposed in the Bill, it would have
been ample for the next two years. I am
sure that when the estimate of the total
is placed before the House, it will be
found that the final expenditure in con-
nection with tbese Workshops at Midland
Junction will not be wade inside of six
years. The Government, instead of com-
ing here and asking the House for
authority to borrow £3,500,000, would
have gone far enough if they had asked
for a million and a half; giving Us an
estimate of the probable cost for the
whole of each work, and leaving the
balance to be voted at some future date.
By adopting the present course the Gov-
ernment have, in a degree, done them-
selves an injury. They have proposed
this with the good intention of placing
before the country the whole of the liabili-

ties which they consider the country is
pledged to; but I disagree with the Gov-
ernment in this, that instead of bringing
downa Bilifor the whole of these amounts,
they should have brought down a Hill for
sufficient money to carry on these works
for one or two years, and at the same
time placing before the House informa-
tion as to what are likely to be the
liabilities of the future. It may be found,
later on,. that we need not expend the
whole of these amounts in each case;
therefore by bringing in this Bill to get
authority for raising the whole amount,
the fact of this large borrowing will stand
in the way of our future progress. If we
pass this Bill for raising three and a half
millions, it will be in the way of our
borrowing for other purposes at a later
date. This course means that we, in a
measure, shall bea preventing this country
from going in for prospective works in
the future; whereas it is only necessary
at present to borrow an amount sufficient
for the next year or two. From my
knowledge of these works, I am confident
that if the amounts of these items had
been stated at one half the amnounts now
in the Bill, sufficient money would be
provided by the Hill for carrying out
these works during the next two years.
In this way the country's wants would be
satisfied, our obligations would be met,
the Government would have sufficient to
pay their obligations, and we should
have opportunity for doing something in
some other direction at a later period.
Take again the item of £159,000 for
departmental charges: this amount is at
the rate of 44k per cent, on the total cost
of the works, and is no doubt based
on the past expenditure, which I have
worked out at 441 per cent. for " depart-

Imental." This country does not require
£2159,000 to cover charges under the head
of " Departmental " for completing the
works now in progress as shown in the
schedule. For instance, in regard to
" Rolling-stock," it is provided for at the
same percentage for departmental charges.
Hut a large portion of the rolling-stock
has been already ordered, and so much
for " departmental " will not therefore
have to be expended in regard to the
supervision. Then in regard to Fre-
mantle Harbour Works, the expenditure
on this item was distributed over the
whole period of preparation and progress;
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whereas we are now asked to provide for
farther expenditure to complete the work,
and the item " departmental" is charged
in the same proportion on tbis farther
expenditure. Of course, I am anxious to
see a sufficient sum provided for "depart-
mental"; but I consider this amount is
far in excess of what should be provided.
Some members of this House have in the
past prominently drawn attention to the
heavy expenditure in the direction of
departmental salaries; therefore it be-
boves the Government to do their best to
endeavour to keep dlown expenditure in
this direction. A reduction was made
during the past year in the amount of
departmental salaries and departmental
expenditure; but it seems no0w that we
are going back in some degree to the
course complained of in the past, by
voting large sums such as this is. Taking
the Bill as a whole, no doubt many of
these works are required and should be
carried out; but I come back to the
point that they' can be carried out
at a much less cost than the amounts
enumerated in the schedule of this Bill.
The Treasurer has stated, in regard to
this, that if I thought these amounts were
too much and could point out to himu they
were too much, and could reduce them,
no one would be better pleased than he to
see them reduced. I say that is not my
work, but the work of the Government.
When I was in the position of a Minister,
I did not ask the House to criticise the
estimates of my department with a view
to having them reduced. The practice of
the late Government was that we camne to
the House with our estimates prepared,
and with information to give to the
country and to this House. But here,
because the lKngineer-in-Chief brings for-
ward this schedule of expenditure for
certain works which have to be completed,
this schedule is taken by the Govern.
mnent in the form presented, and they
accept the whole of these items and ask
this House to vote the amounts set down
in the schedule. I say, notwithstanding
that the Engineer-in-Chief may be an
officer of high repute, who has done a
great deal of work in this country, what
is required by this House is some esti-
mate by which we may judge as to
whether the items given in the schedule
are justified or not. We have not this
information before us at presenut, although

the Minister for Works (Hon. W.
Kingemill) will no doubt to-night, if we
do get into the Committee stage, lay on
the table the information l am now asking
for. But in order that the House at this
stage may be able to consider the items
in the schedule, and deal with them in
the way which it is in the province of the
House to deal with them, we should have
this information before passing the
second reading. To ask us at this stage
to deal with the enormous expenditure
proposed in this schedule, and to deal
with it at this time, is to ask its
to do a. thing which is monstrous.
We come again to the question of adding
to the Bill this 6 per cent, mentioned
by the Treasurer. I notice he has spoken
of this as a new departure. Of course
the departure may be in the right direc-
tion; but I do considler he has made a
very liberal addition, for it was under-
stood that all future loans-at any rate,
I understood this from the Treasurer-
were to be raised at 38{ per cent., and not
at 'S per cent. This latter seems to be
the idea in this instance; and if we raise
our loans at 3-j' per cent, there is a possi-
bility of our getting par for them,
obtaining a loan at par. Yet, in addition
to that, we have here to provide 3 per
cent. for flotation expenses, which again
is a very liberal allowance. In the case
of an item of £16,000 asked here for one
little railway, £1,000 we find is added
for these expenses. The actual figures,
of course, are £960, Lut £1,000 has been
added. It seems to me we are going in a
very questionable direction. Apparently
the Engineer-in-Chief has been advising
in this matter. There has been a con-
ference held, and of course the Engineer-
in-Chief poses as ani engineering expert,
a railway expert, a general adviser, and
also as an authority on finance. I am
afraid he will fail in some of these mlany
capacities. [A ME4BER: He is Treasurer
too.] I am confident, from what I know
of the gentleman, that he is ready to give
advice on anything and everything. We
find now he has tatually given advice as
to the financing of our loans, and has
estimated the expense of raising them at
6 per cent. I have for this the words of
the Colonial Treasurer, who stated that
he haid held a conference with the
Engineer-in-Chief, as the result of which
it had been decided that 6 per cent. should
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be allowed to cover the cost of raising
these loans and the cost of interest. I
admit that to be a departure which seems
to me entirely original. [A MEMBER:
Quite original.] You will find under
-Miscellaneous" £106,000 bas been
provided for discounts. But if bon.
members will go through the items, they
will find that the other evening the
Treasurer stated the cost of the work of
the Boulder-Brownbill Loop Line would
be £16,000, to which be had added
£1,000 to cover the cost of flotation
expenses and also the difference between
par and the amount realised. Of course,
admittedly there should be some such
provision made; that is, if we are not able
to raise our loans at par and there is a
discount to be met, then of course provi-
sion must be made for that discount.
Bunt in this instance I understood the
loan was to be raised at 3ii per cent.,.
and judging from the experience we have
had of the last loan and in view of the
prospects of this proposed loan going off
so satisfactorily, I think there is not the
slightest doubt we shall be able to raise
it either at par or at a premium. Hence
there shouldunot be provision made in these
items for the charges we find here.
Moreover in dealing with the Loan Bill,
the Treasurer wound up by saying that
this country is obliged to raise seven
millions in addition to its present indebt-
edness. How does be arrive at those
figures?

THE OOLONIAL TREASURER: No, no.
How. F. H. PIESSE: I say that prob-

ably unintentionally the Treasurer has
misled the House.

THE COLONIAL TREASURER: Not in
addition to its present indebtedness.

Hog. F. H. PIESSE: Well, we will
give you that point. But tbe country
and the House believed that it was in
addition to the present indebtedness.
For some time past most people who
have been looking at this question have
been led astray on that point. And we
find the Treasurer anticipating here much
expenditure which the country is not
pledged or committed to, and which it is
not absolutely necessary to incur at all.
We will take the items of this Loan Bill
for £8,500,000. There is the Coolgardie
Water Scheme, which I will deal with
later: that is £500,000; Sewerage Perth
and Fremantle, £500,000 ; Water Sup-

ply for Perth and Fremiantle, £500,000.
Then there is the amount for Treasury
bills and inscribed stock, £2,000,000;
making a total of £7,000,000. We aUl
know, of course, that we shall have in
time to raise that money. To-day we
owe £1,000,000 in Treasury bills and
£1,000,000 in inscribed stock. A few
nights ago I made an interjection when
the Treasurer stated that the whole of
that locally inscribed stock consisted of
trust funds. I said then it was not all
taken out of the funds of the Savings
Bank-in fact, not half of it; and I say
now that the figures which I mentioned
in my interjection were correct, although
the Colonial Treasurer at the time denied
them. Of that amount £424,000 was
taken from the Savings Bank money, but
the balance was Subscribed by people
outside the Government, by local sub-
scribers who bad nothing to do with the
trust funds. Though that circumnstance
does not make our debt any less, still it
points to the fact that the Treasurer
alluded to the matter, and made that
statement because he thought we had
acted unwisely in investing the earnings
of the people in inscribed stock to so large
an extent. My reason for interjecting
on that occasion was that I thought over
£500,000 had been subscribed outside,
and therefore bad not been taken out of
the moneys of the people lodged in the
Savings Bank.

A MEMBER: They were all the same.
HoN. F. H. PIESSE: That does not

make the statement any better. In regard
to the item for Water Supply for Perth
and Fremantle, there is no commitment
at all. The Treasurer himself pointed
out a way in which that work could be
done without committing the country to
a loan-by adopting the course which has
been previously suggested, and which I
myself suggested at. Katanning on the
23rd of March, when I said that the work
could be dealt with by a trust or board.
This course will probably be. adopted, and
therefore the item should not be included
in this Bill. But the Treasurer wanted to
swell those figures to seven millions.

THE COLONIAL TREASURER: It is not
included.

How. F. H. PIESSE: It was included
the other evening. Again, there is the
Coolgardie Water Scheme; but I will
deal with that separately. I desire to
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point out to this House that in making
such statements the Government are not
doing themselves justice, ad are doing
the country an injustice, because they
are leading the world to believe that our
requirements in the future are much
greater than they really are. I say that
in the face of our proposal to finance this
loan, it is unwise to hold forth to the
world that 'we are pledged to an extent of
£7,000,000. I say that in making such
statements we are doing a great injury
to our State and its future prospects.

A MEMBER:- The prospects of this
loan are certainly being injured.

HoN. F. H. PIE SSE:- These state-
ments are moreover gining ground,
they are given credence to by certain
people, and we find that from time to
time they are supported by articles
appearing in sections of the Press. It
seems to me, as I have before pointed
out, that there is a desire on the part of
certain people, and a desire also on the
part of those who ought to be, I take it,
interested in the country. to do their best
to exaggerate and magnify our indebted-
ness, and do us the injury of leading the
world to believe that we owe more than
we actually do owe, Only recently I
pointed out a glaring mistake in an
article on the financial situation of the
State, which appeared in a local paper.
The sum of £1,250,000 had not been
credited, and the indebtedness of the
country was consequently shown at over
£17,000,000. When the blunder was
pointed out it was at once adwitted; but
it was more than an error, because it had
been already pointed out to those respon-
sible, who should certainly at once have
corrected it. I take it our desire is to
give only truthful statements, supported
by facts and figures which can be placed
before the country, because there can be
no earthly benefit from endeavours. to
inflate or magnify the indebtedness and
commitments of the State.

THE COMMISSIONER OF RAILwAys:
There is no harm in telling the truth,

HON. F. H. PIESSE: We are ready
to tell the truth. It has been one of our
characteristics in the past, and I hope
those who have succeeded uts will follow
in our footsteps in this respect.

Mn. HOPKINS: " Notan honestpinancial
Statement since 1896."

HON. F. H. PIESSE:- I have now
dealt with a the points of the Loan Bill
I intend to touch on; and I say that even
if I stand dlone in this House in my
opposition, I shall decline to agree to the
Bill being passed. I consider that to
come down to the House and ask us to
agree to such an enormous expenditure
at this stage, when the House cannot sit
more than a day or two at the longest
unless we sit right up to the time of the
commencement of the royal festivities, is
to ask us to do what we would not be
justified in doing. I think the House
itself must see the justice of my remarks,
and agree with me in asking for farther
information and for more detail in this
matter. The House will be with me, I
think, in asking that the matter be post-
poned until the next sittings, which I
understand will take place in the early
part of August.

Tux PREMIER: In the latter part of
August.

HON. F. H. PIESSE : That is going
back from what the hon. gentleman said
in the first place. I understood it was to
be in the first week of August.

TaaF PREMIER: If we do meet then we
shall have to adjourn again.

HON. F. H. PIESSE: I do not know
that I shall find fault if the Government
do that. But in the first instance we
were told that the House would resume
in the early part of August: hence I say
there should be no disadvantage in post-
poning this matter until we meet again,
when more consideration can be given to
a most important matter such as this.
I take it that the attempt to deal with it
at this stage in the way it should be dealt
with, would be doing an injustice to the
country and a great discredit to the
House. I was asked just now by the
member for Perth (Mr. Wilson) what I
would do in reward to the expendi-
tire, I say the Government already
have authorisation, as shown by the
statement 'here, for £2,590,000. They
have that authorisation as shown by
their own statement. Of this amount.
X21,0.52,000 we find is in locally inscribed
stock already raised. This money has,
no doubt, been expended, and therefore
is not available for the purpose of dealing
with present commitments or require-
ments. Again, we have £1,000,000 of
Treasury bills; that is not available, of
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course. But still there is the authorisa-
lion of £2590,000 available. At the
ordinary rate of expenditure, £2590,0.00
would carry the country on for the next
three months, and meanwhile this Bill
could be considered. Surely a Govern-
ment such as this, with the enormous
assets and the enormous resources of this
country, should be able to finance, even
if they are short for a time. They should
be able to carry on the country until they
are able to get this Bill through the
House) and then place the loan on the
money market.

THE COLONIAL TREASURERt: That mil-
lion is due in December, remember.

HON. F. H. PIESSE: I will mention
another way in which it can be done.
The hon, member has already told the
House that the present is an opportune
time for placing the loan on the market.
Then why does he not go on with the
authorisations he has already? Why
does he not raise money to pay off the
Treasury bills, and so take advantage of
the opportunity now offered him? If he
does that, be can raise the million repre-
sented by the Treasury bills at lower
interest. If he can save 2 per cent., the
2 per cent. ought to be saved. For the
moneyv will not all come in at the time it
is tendered for: it comes in by instal-
ments. So the Treasurer would have the
advantage of receiving the money in time
to pay the Treasury bills, and thus be
would have the farther advantage of being
able to buy fresh Treasury bills when he
wants to do so.

19R . GANRn: We require about
.£1,068,000.

HON. F. H. PIIESSE: You have the
opportunity. Surely £600,000 should
be enough to carry on the country for the
next two or three mouths; and during
that time let the Bill be brought up and
let us consider it. We come now to the
indebtedness of the country. I may say
that in placing the figures before the
House in the form be adopted the other
evening the Treasurer undoubtedly did
right, because he thus afforded 'hon.
members an easy method of arriving at a
conclusion with respect to our indebted-
ness. I therefore commend the Treasurer
for the course he took. There is no
doubt be has elucidated matters consider-
ably by giving us a statement of the
financial position of the country in popu-

lar form. It has been simple for the
pe Sto fofllow. But now I come to the

wl ofthe hon. member, reported as
follow:-

There had been a controversy in the Press
and elsewhere as to the exact amount of the
State's anthorisations and indebtedness; and
he had therefore prepared all the figures in a
popular form, and had had them printed for the
information of hon. members. They had been
prepared from the books and documents, and
could be relied upon thoroughly.

Well, there is no gre ater compliment
than this to those who have had control
of affairs in the past. Here we find a
statement placed upon the table of the
house, giving the information which this
House and the country have so long
sought; at all events, the Government
said it was$ sought, and spoke of the
great disclosures about to be made
regarding our finances. But this state-
ment has borne out the figures which I,
without the aid of the Treasury, was able
to give this House and the country five
months ago.

THE COLONIAL TREASURER: And
which I, too, gave twelve months ago.

HoN. F. H. PIESSE: I say that
proves beyond doubt that all those
disquieting rumours which have from
time to time been circulated regarding
the alleged delinquencies of the late
Government, have not been supported
here, but have been placed by the state-
inent of the Treasurer in a light very
different from that expected by people
who were looking forward to some sensa-
tional Statement. I think such a State-
ment as this shows that the system of
account-keeping which we have adopted
in this country is a good system. The
Colonial Treasurer paid a, compliment to
those officers who have had control of the
accounts ; and there is here, in this
his printed statement, proof that these
accounts are correct, that there is nothing
more to disclose. I have said all along
that when the matter came to be looked
into, there would not be found any
sta~rtling disclosures such as were antici-
pated by many people in the country;
and I consider no better evidence than
we have had during this debate could be
given of the satisfactory condition of the
finances at the time when the affairs of
the State were banded over by the late
Government to those who now occupy
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the Treasury bench. What do we find
as regards the balanceP I have already
taken credit for £429,226, amount
of accrued sinking fund; and having
deducted that, as I before deducted it,
from the total authorisations, X13,346,000,
it left, in my opinion, a balance of indebt-
edness of £212,852,000. In this instance,
the balance shown is £212,817,000-a
difference of £235,000 ; and that may be
accounted for by the different methods
we have adopted in arriving at a con-
clusion. And I may say I have not, for
the last seven mnonths, obtained any infor-
mation whatever from the Treasury, but
have been content with such information
as others in the State have been able to
obtain from the published monthly state-
ments of the accounts of the country; and
having, as we have now, a verification of
the figures I had already given to the
country, it is fully evident that the bogey
which has been held up to us so often
does not exist; that there are no delin-
quencies to account for in regard to our
finances, and that this country is in a
solvent con dition. Regarding obligations,
I have already said that they exist; hut
that those who were responsible for the
carrying ouit of the works of the country
and for carrying on the Government were
responsible for those obligations because
of under-estitates, I deny, and I denied
it before. With regard to the statement
made by the Premier, when speaking in
the Queen's RaIi, that the amount which
has been asked for of three millions
sterling is the result of the under-
estimates of the past Government, I sa'y,
as I said a, few evenings ago, that the
past Government were not responsible
for theise. flow can rolling-stock, which
is scheduled in this item of £2742,000,
and which of course is consequent upon
the advance of the country, be charged
as an under-estimate to the Government
of the past?

Mn. WILSON: Certainly it can.
lioN. F. H. PIESSE: I say it is; not

an under-estimate. In the same way,
how can £424,000 for the Midland
Junction Workshops be put down as an
under-estimate, when we already have
the estimate of the Engineer-in-Chief at
£480,000, given long ago in 1897 ? Take
again the additions and improvements to
open railways, £318,00. How eamn that
be put down as an under-estimateP I

ar- these works are works consequent
upon the advance made by the country;
and, as I pointed out a few evenings ago,
this country and its people should con-
gratulate themselves that we are at this
sage compelled to find the money to buy
this stock and to provide for these
improvements; because the fact shows
the country must be advancing; and it
shows that for having to provide this, no
slur should have been cast upon those
who were in the past responsible for
what is now asked for in this Loan
Bill. As I recently pointed out, no
members in the House were more severe
upon me when I Occupied a Ministerial
position on the other (Government) side
of the Chamber than were the members
of the present Ministry in regard. to this
very rolling- stock. How many timaes have I
bee twitted by the Colonial Treasurer in
regard to it, by the Premier, and by'
others of the old Opposition, who have
spoken, no doubt with a desire, as I am
doing now, of endeavo uring to keep down
expenditure. But I say it. is unfair, it is
cruel to those who lave tried to do their
best to help forward the interest of this
country, to tax them with omissions of
this kind, and to tell them that these
anse because of their under-estimates.
I say it was -not under-estimating; it was
simply a matter of want of judgment,
perhaps, in some instances, in not pro-
viding stock. But again, it must be
remembered this country has leaped
ahead with such bounds that the neces-
sity for such a quantity of rolling-stock
could not be anticipated. We all know
the great advanuce made from 1896 to
189 7; we all 'know the depression which
was felt from 1897 to 1898, and that we
had to nit until the early part of 1899
before we recovered. There was thatdown-
hill run which endured for some time;,
then we went up again, and it required very
great care and. very great judgment
to avoid. going into large expenditure
which might not have been justified
by the position of the country. And
I say Ministers who are to-day in
office will yet find tha&t the responsibilities
which rested upon the shoulders of
the late Government are responsibilities
similar to those which they themselves
will probably feel in a very severe degree,
and which may , when they have that
knowledge, leadthe present Miuisters to
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have some Sympathy with those who
preceded them.

THE COLONIAL TREASURER: We feel
them now.

HON. F. H. PIESSE: I should be
hypocritical if I did not say, I hope you
will feel them more acutely.

TUp COLONIAL TREASURER: Very
likely we shall.

Hon. F. H. PIESSE: When I, as a.
member of a previous Ministry, required
a little help in the way of advice and
encouragement, I had nothing but dis-
couragement, nothing but condemnation:
and therefore those who follow us will
perhaps reap the reward of some of
their own past actions ; because, if we
who were Ministers in the past had
only received that encouragement and
assistance, the railways might not now
have been suffering, as they are, for want
of rolling-stock.

THE: FnREMuER: We only decried your
methods.

Tax COMMISSIONER OF RAILWAYS: We
only told the truth.

MR. W. J. GEORGE: That is right;
but it is sometimes very awkwaird.

HoN. F. El. PIESSE: I now come to
the Coolgardie Water Scheme. In speak-
ing of this, the Treasurer took rather a
pessimistic view of the Undertaking and
of its future prospects ; and he dealt
very fully with the cost of the water at
the fields, stating that people had been
led to believe the water would not cost
more than 3s. 6d. per thousand gallons.
Now I think, if hion. members will look
up statements published in the past, they
will find it was always understood it
would cost 3s. 6d. per thousand gallons
to convey this water to a given point-
(SEVERAL MEMBERS: No)-and that is
supported by the Engineer-in-Chief in
his published Statement. In his report
on the scheme, he says it will cost 3s. 6d.
a thousand gallons. He has worked out
the cost, taking the estimate of X2,500,000
which has been mentioned in this debate
as the estimated cost, and he says it gives
a result of 3s. 6d. a thousand, allowing
for all the working expenses, and the
interest and sinking fund.

THE COLONIAL TREASURER: And a
consumption of 5,000,000 gallons a day.

RON. F. H. PIESSE: The Treasurer
Said no provision has been made for
reticulation. Probably provision has not

been made for reticulation to every house-
hold in the towns served; but if he will
refer to that report, he will find that
£170,000 was provided for 100 miles of
pipe for the purpose of taking the water
to some given point; therefore there is
reticulation provided. It is not a house-
to-house reticulation, but wasB intended to
take the water from Coolgardie to such
places as, for instance, Kalgoorlie, or
Black Flag, or Burbanks, and so forth.
For that purpose, £170,000 was provided.
Now if the Treasurer, in his estimate Of
£2350,000 for this reticulation, will give
credit for this £1 70,000, hie will. find lie
needs only £2180,000 to complete.

TEE COLONIAL TREAS3URER: That is
not correct.

HON. F. H. PIESSE: But the Minister
has not given ay credit for this.2£170,000.
And not only that: it was always under-
stood the water would be taken to some
convenient point, and then distributed by
the local autborities-[MR. DOHERTY:
Hear, hear]-and I am sure I have
looked through the documents, and
cannot see any instance in which it was
ever understood it would be distributed
throughout the towns, and the cost of
such distribution included in this
£2,500,000 ; because it is not there stated,
and such a statement was never intended
to) be there. It was intended to take the
water to a given point, and then to have
it distributed.

Tan COLONIAL TREASURER: HOW
about the storage capacity of 20,000,000
gallons only, and the Supply of 5,000,000
a dayP

BONf. F. 1-. PIESSE: That can be
overcome by providing a larger reservoir.
Moreover, there is provision made for
pumping up to the fields 6,000,000
gallons a day. Although 5,000,000
gallons is the proposed quantity, pro-
vision is made for pumping 6,000,000,
and there may be a possibility of pump-
ing more, as the pumps will admit of a
larger service being performed; bence, if
the water be available, there is a proba-
bility of a much larger quantity being
pumped; and I say the Engineer-in-
Chief, with his usual carefulness, no
doubt when making this estimate made
an estimate which would bear investiga-
tion.

THE COLONIAL TREASURER: Did You
say he was careless ?
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HON. F. H. PIESSE: He is always
careful, as I said. He is always careful
to protect himself; and he will take
care to protect himself even at the
cost of others, as I will prove when I
come to the item later on. However, I
shall not deal with that to-night, but at
some other time. I say the Engineer-in-
Chief, when making provision for this
work, with his usual carefulness made a
very liberal estimate for carrying it out;
otherwise we should not now have as
much money to spare for it as we find
we possess. When allowing two and a
half millions, no doubt he made a good
provision for the work. He said he would
pump 5,000,000 gallons a day. He has
told me he can pump 6,000,000 gallons;
and I say, when that service has been
provided, ,I should not be at all surprised
to see even more water pumped than the
6,000,000 gallons. Again, the difficulty
of storage can be overcome by providing
a larger tank, which of course 'will mean
extra expense. But let us get the water
there: that is the point. Of course I,
with the Treasurer, see there must be
some farther delay before the water can
reach Coolgardie; but reach Ocolgardie it
will, and T am assured the scheme will be a
success. It is all very well to say these
pipes cannot be made to hold. Engineer-
mng enterprise will certainly never admit
that it is not able to overcome that
difficulty. I say it will be overcome ; and
there is not the' slightest doubt that we
shall see the water there, probably not so
early as many of us expected, but beyond
doubt it will be soon. No doubt provision
should be made for distribution. Doubt-
less the Engineer-in-Chief has been able
to save as regards cost of the pipes, for
he made a very liberal allowance in that
direction, and we know that having made
our contract at a favourable time, we
effected a considerable Saving in that
direction.

A MEmBER: £3 a ton.
HON. F. H. PIESSE: The Treasurer

in dealing with the amount of interest
required was again liberal: he said it
would cost £175,000 a year for interest,

Mn. A. J. DIAMOqN: And sinking
fund.

THE COLONIAL TRASURR: And
sinking fuand.

HoN. F. H. PIESSE: No; £175,000
a year interest at 3 per cent.

THE COLONIAL TREASURER: Interest
and sinking fund; £75,000 for sinking
fund.

HON. F. H. PIESSE: Yes, £975,000
for sinking fund. In making that
allowance of £175,000 the hon. gentleman
is about £15,000 out, because he put
everything down at 3Sj per cent., whereas
part of our loans were placed at 3 per
cent., and, even admitting that we have
to pay S'. per cent., there will be a saving
of about £15,000 a year in that direction.

THE COLONIAL TREASURER : What
about the expense of raising the loan ?

HON. F. H. PIESSE: We are going
to raise money at par at S&2 per cent., and
the Government of the daj will doubtless
take credit for the improvement. The
Government have come in at a time when
there is a change in this country. There
is an immense influx of people into
Western Australia; there is not an unoc-
cupied dwelling-house in this city to
be obtained to-day. The State is going
ahead, for things are improving, and we
shall see an improvement in the money
market, as evidenced the other evening
when the hon. gentleman said that the
rate of discount at the Bank of England
had fallen.

MR. J. M. Hopnrws: Console have
fallen also.

HON. F. H. PIESSE : Yes'; and they
will go up again likewise. There is no
doubt that the money market is easier,
and we shall now obtain money at a
lower rate of interest than was antici-
pated. We shall be able to float a loan
ata premium, the rate of interest being 3 '
per cent. In regard to the sinking fund,
the hon. gentleman has made provision
for payment in relation to that fund to
commence on the 1st January, 1902.
Clause 4 of the Act provides:

Notwithstanding anything contained in the
General Loan and Inscribed Stock Act, 1884,
the contributions to the Sinking Fund for the
repayment of the sum by this Act authorised
to be raised shall be three pounds per centumn
per annum, payable half-yearly, and shall
commence four years from the date of the first
issue of the Debentures of Inscribed Stock.

We have only issued £1,000,000.
Tus COLONIAL TREASURER: We have

to pay on the whole.
HoN. F. H. PIESSE: Our advice is

that we have not to pay on the whole
until it is raised.

kecond reading.[ASSEMBLY.]
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THE CoLow0An TREASURER, You are
wrong.

HoN. F. H. PIESSE : Consequently,
we pay oniy on the £1,000,000, and the
charge will be only £30,000 a year. and
not £75,000, as has been already pointed
out. So there is a saving. If the hion.
gentleman will lookc it up, he will see that
such is the case, and he will be able to
save £45,000 a year in that direction.
Hence, the expense next year will not be
so great as the hion. gentleman contem-
plated.

TRY CoLonnA TREAURER: You ame
wrong.

HoN. F. H. FIESSE: I may say it is
not my intention to deal with these mat-
ters at farther length, for the reason that
no doubt an opportunity will be afforded
later to deal with the items. I shall then
have opportunity of criticising these
items, and I shall take advantage of that
opportunity to the fullest extent. I con-
sider it is my duty, as it is the duty of
every member of this House, to fairly
criticise these items, with a desire to save
unnecessary expenditure; and, as I have
pointed out in regard to this Bill and the
schedule, it seems to me that a statement
has been given to the Government by
responsible officers, asking for amounts
which are considerably ]arger than those
which in my opinion should be asked for.
Hence there should be a saving in that
direction, by farther reducing it. More-
over, many of the warts have not been
commenced, and there can be a saving in
that direction too. We are not pledged
to the development of the goldfields, and
we are not pledged to many other items
which occur here. Hence we can save
money there, and I consider that time
should be given to consider these points.
Time is what we require, time to loot
into this, and time to get a thorough
grasp of the whole situation, and to s ee
how far this House is prepared to go in
supporting the Government in the direc-
tion the Government wish to take on this
occasion. I hope the Government will
not attempt to force this Bill through.
There is no doubt a necessity to obtain
money, but at the same time the delay
which I ask of about a fortnight-which
I understood was the time the lion. gentle-
man intended to take, as between the
adjournment of the House and the
reassembling of the Assembly--should

be grunted, and I think that if, at
the end of that fortnight, a Bill be
brought in, there will be no one moreanxious than myself to assist in passing
through this House a measure sufficient
for the requirements of the country;
taking into consideration, of course, the
necessity for reducing these items if
necessity arises, and for making inquiry
into the various estimates that will be
placed before us, to enable members to
arrive at a decision which should guide
the House in doing j ustice to the country.
In putting forward his facts the other
evening the lion. gentleman doubtless did
it in a way that was very interesting to
the House, and also, as I said just now,
of great assistance. That responsibility
having been cast upon his shoulders and
the shoulders of lion, members sitting on
that (Government) side of the House,
doubtless much good will result; and if
ever the time comes again when those
gentlemen find themselves on this
(Opposition) side of the House, probably
they will be more temperate in their
criticisms, and be fairer in regard to the
work the Government have to undertake,
and will give the Government credit,
which I am sorry to say they have not
done, for having good intentions and
desiring to do their best inthe interests of
the country. With these remarks I would
conclude by quoting the words of Ben
Jonson:

Now each potty hand can steer a ship
becalmed; but he that will govern And carry
her to her ends must know his tides, his
currents, how to shift his sails, what she will
bear in foul, what in fair weathers; where ber
springs are, her leaks and how to stop them.

TEE PREMIER (Hon. G3. Lemke); I
would remind lion. members that the
proposal before the House is that the Bill
be now read a second time; and con-
sequently there is no necessity to do more
at this stage than to affirm the principle
of the necessity for the loan. The details
may be discussed in Committee, and we
say that unless the House intends to
throw the Loan Bill out altogether, we
should as quickly as possible get into
Committee in order that we may discuss
the schedule. If the House think fit to
discuss the items in the schedule, the
Government will accept the decision of
the House; but we want to know exactly
in what respect these items shall be
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reduced. We have put forward in the
schedule what we believe to be the proper
ann unts needed for completing the neces -
sary works in band. If the House
declares that this is the wrong way to go
about it, that we should not tell the
absolute truth to hon. members, that we
should only tell half of it, very well-
they can reduce the schedule by hialf.

HON. F. H. FraE:E I did not object.
I said "1Give the information."

THE PREMIER: But we must have
money to continue these works. We have
declared our intention of not spending
money unless it is authorised by the
House; consequently we shall not con-
tinue these works if we have not money.
The Treasury chest is empty, and we
cannot get thie money unless we borrow
it. I know of no other medium of
exchange except coin of the realm which
will enable us to pay wages or purchase
stuff.

MR. F. CONxNe: Brass.
Taa PREMIER: Or sufficient brass,

as the hon. member suggests, to furnish
him adequately, The member for the
Williams (Hon. F. H.L Piesse) has said
that, had the old Government been in
power, they would have financed the situa-
floe. I remember the hon. member when
he sat on this (Government) side of the
House declaring, in reply to criticisms of
ours, that he would get the money some
day and somehow. But we do not wish
to be led away into the realms of fancy:
we want to see, when we are financing,
that we have a possibility of getting
sovereigns and not promises. The hon.I
member argued that the Bill should have
been for a lesser amount ; but if that be
so, I 'would ask him, or I would* ask any
other lion. member, to declare which of
the works enumerated in the schedule
should be left out. The hon. member
has not said any one of the works men-
tioned in the schedule should beabsondoned
or left out;, consequently it is only fair
we Should tell hon. members that, if the
works are left in the schedule, in our
opinion it will take the sum mentioned in
the Schedule to carry them out. We do
not intend to go to the money market to
raise the fuall amount of the anthonsa-
tions. It is true that £3,500,000 is asked
for, but we Shall be satisfied if we can get
£21,500,000 from the money msarket.

MR. D. 3'. Donnnm~: What do you
mean to do with the £500,000 already
authorisedP

THEn COLONIAL TREASURBER: That is
already allocated and promised; there
are indents for rolling-stock and matters.
I am told that on the 80th June wve
sall have to pay in London something
like £2989,000, including interest.

MR. D2. J. DOHExRY The 30th June
next year ?

THE OOLoNIAL TREASURER: Yes;
30th June next year.

Tnm PREMIER: Orders have gone
forward, some months back; but no pro-
vision was made by the late Government
to pay the amounts; consequently we
have got to meet them, anid we cannot
meet these amounts unless this Loan
Bill be passed. We cannot do it out of
revenue; and how can we finance unless
we are authorised to borrow? I would
like to say, whilst this Bill authorises the
borrowing of three and a-half millions, it
does not authorise the spending of that
money, and it is the spending of the
money the House must particularly guard,
and inembers will have an opportunity of
guarding the expenditure when the Loan
Estimates come down.

Mia. F. Cowwon : It is a liability. You
cannot get away from the liability.

Tn PREMIER:- The hon. member
apparently does not know what be is
talking about. The House will have
abundant opportunity of checking the
expenditure and seeing that whatever
money is raised under this Loan Bill will
be properly expended. The Treasurer

1has told the House, and I have to tell the
House too, if we do not get this Loan
Bill through, these works will have to be
suspended, and if the House, likes to tell
the Governmet-we are the servants of
Parliament-that the works should he
suspended, all right.

Hox. F. H. Pxnssn: You have plenty
to go on with.

Tax PREMIER: We have not, the
Treasurer tells the House and I tell the
House that because we have to pay
liabilities which have been forced on us
by our predecessors. We may be able
to use this money for one special purpose;
but if we d~o we shall have to ask for time
from another body of creditors. Is it the
wish of the House that we should meet
these liabilities as they occur?

[ASSEMBLY.] Secondreading.
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How. F. H. PmssE: They can be met
out of the X600,000. There is the
authorisation.

THE PREMIER: We want the money.
There are liabilities due in respect of that
amount, already due now, consequently
the money is required in London, and
unless we have a fresh loan we cannot go
on with these works.

Mr. T. F.QUINLANq: Yetiyou are spend-
ing £25,000 on rubbish.

TuE PREMIER: What fine intellects
we do have brought to bear on financial
questions in this House!

MR. QUINLAN: I know mome about
financial questions than you do.

THE PREMIER: Well, self-praise is
no recommendation. How are the works
at Midland Junction, the railways, the
FremAntle works, and the Coolgardie
water works to be paid for.; how are we
to pay the wages? If the House say
they will not provide the money, we cannot
go on. The member for the Williams
(Hon. F. H. Piesse) has said that no
details of these estimates were brought
down. I have always understood the
Loan Estimates followed the Loan Bill,
and we do not intend to keep back the
details of the estimates; but there is no
use bringing detailed estimates unless
we are satisfied that we can raise the
money. And in this regard we are
only following the practice which the
member for the Williams himself adopted.
He never brought down the estimates
until he got the authorisation, and why
expect us to depart from that practice '

How. F. H. PinssE : I gave the in-
formation, though.

THE PREMIER: It is not open for
the member for the Williams to blame
us for the practice we are following.

How. F. H. PiassE: I thought you
were going to improve upon it.

THE PREMIER: We do not propose
to leave the House in the dark by only
asking for a sufficient sum of money to
do part of a big work. We desire to say,
when a work is in contemplation, that
the ultimate cost will be so much. We
say that it is improper to get the thin
end of the wedge in by way of a loan,
and compel the House and the country
to borrow five or six or ten times the
amount mentioned. If we have a6 big
loan in contemplation, we must say so,
so that the House may know exactly

what is proposed to he done. Conse-
quently, in this schedule we have set out
what the ultimate cost will be, but if the
House takes upon itself to reduce these
items in the schedule we shall accept the
verdict; but we shall at once declare that
we accept it merely as an instalment, and
hon. members must thoroughly under-
stand that sooner or later they must pass
that schedule in its entirety. We do not
want a loan authoristion of three and
a-half millions to-day, but we want mem-
bers toknowtheywill havetofind theinoney
sooner or later, and that within three
years. Give uts the right to raise a million
and a-half now and we shall be perfectly
satisfied; but give us some authorisation,
give us the power to raise the necessary
money to go on and continue these works;
and we appeal to the House not to force
us to stop these works: that is the last
thing we would desire to do.

MR. M.t H. JACOBY: But the works
are not all in progress.

THE PREMIER: The majority of
them are. A member asks a very per-
tinent question, but these questions can
be more readily answered in Committee,
when we can discuss the Schedule item
by item, and when we are not restricted
to speaking only once; so that I ask the
House to pass the second reading of this
Bill and get into Committee as soon as
possible. We do not want to have these
items a they, appear under railways
reduced by one-half; but let us know
whether we are going to have some money
or nothing at all.

How. F. H. Piuasa At the rate of a
million and a half a year, £150,000 a
month is enough.

THE PREMIER: Le the House take
the responsibility, and we will endeavour
to discharge our duty with the amount
at our disposal until members tell us
they have had enough of us. We are
here to discharge our duty, but we cannot
do it, especially in regard to public works,
unless the House furnish us with the
money. I cannot help impressing on
members that certain stuff has been
ordered, and the money is due and
it must be paid. If the works can be
carried out for less than the amounts
mentioned in the schedule, nobody will
be better pleased than ourselves. And if
there is anything over that amount it will
not go into our pockets: it will be avail-
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able for some other work, and cA be
reappropriated when the whole woirk is
completed. It is better in thesecium
stances to be on the safe side. ti
better to over-estimate than toUndr
estimate. It is for under-estimating
these works that we blame the past
Administration. It is a, curious circum-
stance that the member for the Williams
should twit us for following the advice of
our professional officer, the Engineer-in-
Chief. Whose advice can we follow ?
Who is the Minister who did not follow
that adviceP The member for the
Williams may lay this flattering unction
to his soul, that he disregarded the esti-
mate of the Engineer-in-Chief, but he
cannot expect us to do so.

RON. F. H. PirssE: He had good
reason for it, too.

THE PREMIER: The member for the
Williams did not follow the advice of the
Engineer-in-Chief, and he blundered the
State into its present condition.

MR. DIAMOND: Is the Engineer-in-
Chief a financial expert?

THE PREMIER: We have every con-
fidence in the Engineer-in-Chief. I believe
him to be a thoroughly capable and honest
man, and we arc acting on the Engineer-
in-Chief's estimates. If the member for
the Williams did not think fit to follow
that officer's advice, that is his matter.
One hon. member asks, " Is the Engineer-
in-Chief a financial expert ?" I think
when a gentleman in the position of that
officer estimates a work lie knows that it
has to be paid for, and his experience
tells him what it will cost.

HoN. F. H. PLEaSE: I was dealing
with the six per cent. only.

THE PREMIER: The Engieer-in-
Chief has told his superior officer that it
is necessary to give a, margin of six per
cent., and the Engineer-in-Chief cannot
be far out in that, because the last
Government, in raising a loan on
Treasuory bills, had to pay over five per
cent. for expenses.

HoN. F. H. Pisa: Only once.
THs PREMIER: I ask the House to

believe that through their brilliant
financing the late Government had to pay
over five per cent. for the expenses in
connection with that loan.

Hon. F. H. Pixssn: I would not come
down with a Bill. I would finance this
matter.

ThsPREMIER, How would the hon.
member finance the situation unless he
had the authority of this House to borrow
the moneyP

MR. MI. H. JACOBY: There is authority
for £600,000.

Tax PREMIER: Have not members
been told that that money has to be paid

awa in London ; consequently it is not
avalble for the continuance of works
here.

MR. JACOBY: In June next year.
THE PREMIER: The member for the

Williams (Hon. F. H. Piesse) says he
will oppose the Bill if he has to stand
alone. I do not know if the hon.
member means that he intends to force
the second reading to a division; but I
warn members not to be led astray by the
hon. member. We cannot get the money
unless we get the Loan Bill, and th~e
amount of the Loan Bill will depend
upon hon. members. Whatever members
say we are to raise during the course of
the year we shall endeavour to get; hut
unless we have an authorisation we can-
not continue the works. I do not know
what the hon. member (Hon. F. H.
Piesse) meant by saying that he would
finance for a time. Perhaps he meant
that he would go to the banks for the
money. But the banks wouild not lend
money on the hon. member's or on my
guarantee: the banks would want a
proper guarantee, and that can only be
given by Parliament. With regard to
the adjournment of the House, it is true
that I expressed a desire that the House
should adjourn over the festivities of
next week; but when I said so, I did not
anticipate so much trouble as we have
experienced during the past few days. I
thought that after we got the Supply
Bill, we might have adjourned then and
afterwards gone steadily to work. Hon.
members know that Ministers have not
been able to do anything for the last few
days.

MR. GEOnGEu: We have all been Para-
lysed.

THE PREMIER: Trade has been
paralysed as well as members of Parlia-
ment. If some members are inclined to
treat the late situation as a joke I am
not. We are not in a position to bring
down the Estimates until the latter end

Iof August, and a good deal of legislation
Iis in course of preparation, and while the
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Rouse is sitting we cannot attend to that.
I shall ask the House when the time
comes, to adjourn until the end of August,
so that there will be ample time for the
preparation of the Estimates and for the
preparation of certain Bills which we
intend to bring down. If members
refuse to pass this Loan Bill, we have
three weeks or a month before us in
which we shall probably find ourselves
in difficulties. I tell this to members
because I do not want to take them by
surprise: If the aouse refuses to pass
this Loan Bill, we shall have to meet in
about 10 days' time and try to get the
necessary authorisation. If that be so,
it will be necessary for me to consent to
a, prolonged adjournment of a fortnight
so as to prepare for the work of the
session.

HON. F. H. PiEsaS: We will give you
that.

THE, PREMIER: I do not care what
the House determines, so long as mem-
bers treat us fairly. I do not wish to
rush this Bill. through, and I am not
keeping anything hack, neither is the
Treasurer, but I may tell hon. members
that we will not continue the works in
hand unless we have the authority of
Parliament to do so.

At 6-30, the SPEAKER left the Chair.

At 7-30, Chair resumed.

Ma. A. J. DIAMOND (South Pre-
mantle): It is not my intention to take
up the time of the House this evening to
any great extent, as the discussion of the
items in the schedule will, I presume, be
taken when we are in Committee. I will
not go farther at present than to say in
respect to those items that there are one
or two which I cannot approve of, and
which I certainly will not be found
approving of. A point, however, I desire
to touch on more especially is what struck
me as the very pessimistic tone which
characterised the Treasurer's statements
generally. Now without any "1high
falutin," I will say that I for one have
the most supreme confidence in the future
prosperity and the financial welfare of
this State. I will go farther, and say
that although in some respects the
rapidity of the State's advance was over-
estimated, yet at the same time in some

other respects we seem to have gone, if I
may say so, a little too slowly. For
instance, in the matter of rolling-stoc
on the railways and other things of that
description we have gone too slowly; but
there has certainly been a very fair
excuse, or rather a series of excus~es, for
that; since no man, no mere human being,
could possibly anticipate a. few years hack
the present immense commercial pros-
perity of the State. Nor is it likely that
at the present moment any man can
adequately estimate the progress which
we shall wake in the next five or ten
years. I shall confine my remarks as far
as possible to the Coolgardie Water
Scheme. At its inception I was one of
its strongest opponents. I fought against
it as far as lar in my small power; I
spoke against it on public platforms and
did all 1 could to influence votes against
it. But I have to look facts in the face.
The scheme is now very nearly ani
accomplished fact. Therefore, rightly
or wrongly, we must do the best we
can with it; we must make the best of
it; and it is my opinion to-day that
those of us who opposed it so
strongly in the past were not perhaps
quite so much in the right as those 'who
advocated it. I sayv this in all serious-
ness, that we have an enormous and a
growing population on the goldfields: it
is growing almost day by day; and are we
to leave that population without one of
the greatest necessities of life ? Are we
to stint the people on the fields in the
quantity of the water they require for the
ordinary comforts and decencies of life?
I sayv, no. No member in this House,
however strongly opposed hie might have
been at its inception to this scheme, can
say to-day that he would prefer to burk
it, to bring it to an end, to waste the
money that has already been spent on it
by going no farther. My object in refer-
ring to this subject is more especially to
give, with the permission of the House,
.ust a few rough figures of an estimate I
Eave made. In the first place I will
remind hon. members that the Treasurer
told us we could not expect to sell
5,000,000 gallons of water per diem for
Sf15 days of the year. I accept that state-
ment to a certain exi ent, and in my calcu-
lation I have takren the consumption at
300 days in the year. I think the
Treasurer will allow that to be a very
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fair, reasonable, and proper allowance.
I think that if anything, it is on the side
of liberality. In estimating the popula-
tion of the townships and districts to be
served, I shall leave Menzies out of the
calculation altogether, because if the pro-
posal to connect Menzies with the scheme
is ever brought to a head it will be a
matter for the future. I have taken mn
Northam, Southern Cross (which are
settlements on the line of pipes), Cool-
gardie, Kalgoorlie and Boulder, and the
immediate surroundings of these places-
a population of 50,000 people. The
lowest consumption of water per head in
Eugland is to be found in the case of one
municipality, in which it is 26 gallons
per diem. Needless to remark, England
is a country with a very moist climate and
a big rainfall. The consumption of 26
gallons I have referred to includes water
for all domestic purposes, for washing of
household linen, bath requisites, and I
suppose also water for the cow and the
horse, and so forth. At any' rate I
believe I amn right in saying that the
lowest consumption per head in EnglandI
is 26 gallons per diem. I have allowed
for the extra cost of water on the fields,
and accordingly have taken the average
consumption at 25 gallons per head. Of
course, as a set-off to the extra cost, we
have the fact of the greater necessity for
water on the fields. Water in lage
quantities is a greater necessity on our
goldfields than it is in an English town.

MR. HopKINs: There are plenty of
people who live on two gallons a day.

MR. A. J. DIAMOND: I am aware
of the fact, and I am sure I pity the
people who have to do it. We must try
to give them a more liberal supply at.a
low price. Taking the population at
50,000, and the average consumption at
25 gallons per head, we have atota daily
consumption of 1,260,000 gallons. I
have put down a very low price to sell
the water at, 6s. per 1,000 gallons. I am
taking an estimate made by the Treasurer
in conference with the Engineer-ini-Chief.
I may just say in passing that really
those estimates appear to me to be very
much in the clouds. I would like to see
the figures on which they are based.
Later, if the House will permit me, I
shall ask for estimates of capital, up-
keep, working expenses, ete. I will notI
burden the House or burden the Treasurer

by asking for them at the present
tine.

THEz COLONIAL TnnASUnim: £820,000
a year.

MR. DIAMOND: I take the whole
consumption at one and aarter million
gallons. That, at 6s. per 1,000 gallons,
will give £136,875 per annum. I then
make this statement: we must not forget
that the water for the railways now costs
an enormous sum; and I propose that
the railways should pay for their water
at the same rate as the mines. And I say
the water can be easily sold, anti will
be readily bought by the miines, railways,
municipalities, parks, public baths, etc.:
these will take certainly the whole of the
water, and will be glad to get it; and, in
my opinion, will take half as much more,
and perhaps twice as much. I will take
the whole supply of five million gallons
per day for 300 days in the year at 4s.
6d. per thousand gallons. This will give
an income of £258,125.

TAE COLONIAL TRE~suRER: At a cost
of £820,000 extra.

Mu. DIAMOND: I wilt go into that
later. The items of private consumption,
£136,875, and of this wholesale consump-
tion, if I may so term it, of £258,125
added together make £390,000. I will
assume the total capital expended on the
scheme and on reticulation to be three
millions of money; and I will take the
Treasurer's estimate of the amount of
interest on that capital, including the
cost of floating the loan, at 4 per cent.,
which will be.£120,000. I will put down
the sinking fund at 3 per cent., making
£90,000, or a total of X210,000. So this
extremely low estimate of consumption
and price leaves a balance of £180,000
towards working expenses. Now, if it be
necessary to get another £60,000 or
£100,000, as the case may be, that can
very easily be done by adding is. or 6d.
per 1,000 gallons to the price charged to
the consumer.

MR. HonIxNs: Then he will not buy
so much.

Mn. DIAMOND, I do not know what
is the estimated cost of the upkeep and
wear and tear, because the figures have
not been supplied to this House, though I
hope they will be in the near future.
But myfigurfe, at a very low estimate,
show that after providing for interest and
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sinking fund, there will be £180,000 left
towards working expenses and upkeep. I
have compiled these only to show that
there is no necessity for taking such a
despondent view of the future of the
Coolgardie Water Scheme. Those of us
who have over and over again visited tbe
fields, as I have, must know the terrible
want of water which is there experienced;
and this country, even if it have to make
greater sacrifices than it has made in. the
past, should be prepared to make them in
order to give those people an absolute
necessary of life. I believe my estimate
of the domestic consumption is far too
low; [ believe, when the water is delivered
on the fields to private consumers at a
cost of 6s. per 1,000 galons, every man will
have his little garden, certainly his little
flowerpots; and the place will assume an
aspect which it sadly lacks at the present
tius. Women and children are coming
over, joining their husbands, fathers, and
brothers ; and certainly, if we make life
more comfortable on the goldfields, so
will the influx of women and children
continue to increase. Nothing can better
help that influx than the supply of water.
I have not touched on the practical part
of the scheme. I know nothing about
joints; I cannot tell whether the pipes
will carry the water; for that I take the
Engineer-in-Chief's dictum. I am pre-
pared to abide by his decision until he is
proved to be wrong; and I do not believe
he will be p~roved to be wrong. I believe
the water will be~ safely pumped to the
fields ; and if it be, I am quite sure theme
will be plenty of consumers at a reasonable
price, and that the people will be only too
delighted at the boon they receive. To
conclude: while Iiseannot, agree with
every item in thi schedule, I sin-
cerely congratulate the Treasurer on the
clear and businesslike manner in which
he has put the figures before the House.
Even though some of the figures be not
correct-and I do not think they are all
correct-I cannot withhold my tribute
to his sensible and clear manner of
putting them before hon. members; and
I hope the practice will in future he con-
tinned. Having visited the goldfields, I
know a good deal about them, and I
think the Coolgardie Water Scheme will
be one of the greatest successes in the
way of public works which has ever been
seen in the world.

MR. J. GARDINERt (Albany): Both
the Colonial Treasurer and the Premier
told us that unless this Bill be passed,

they will have no money to carry on
public works. At first sight, it looks as if
they could instantly recoup £537,300 of
the old authorisation; and I want the
Treasurer to follow me very carefully, to
see whether I have a grip of the position
in which they now ask us to pass this
Loan Bill, so that they may go on the
London market to get thiermoney. Accord-
ing to this very concise statement pre-
sented by the Colonial Treasurer, on
May 81st he had on hand £766,186.
The proceeds of this balance of the old
authorisation of £2537,000 he estimates
will yield X454,620, giving him a total of
£1,220,000. 1 take it that the £1,220,000
was to provide for public works under
the old authorisation; and had it not
been that the Treasurer has anticipated
the passing of this Loan Bill, and has
consequently paid indents for articles
provided for in this Loan Bill, which
payments wilt fully absorb the X454,620,
there would be no necessity to push this
Loan Bill through the House so quickly.
It seems to me, if that be correct, it is
absolutely necessary for us to pass the
Bill to enable the Colonial Treasurer to
recoup himself in these amounts and to
carryv on the works under old autborisa-
tions. I take it that this is the posi-
tion we are faced with to-night. Of
course, we can understand that the
Govej-nmnent are short, because they
have to get. back £488,000 which has
been previously reappi-opriated from the
Coolgardie Water Scheme. But before
even affirming the principle of this Bill,
this is what is worrying me, and I should
like to have it made very clear indeed.
Will that £1,220,000, to whichi we must
add £488,000 provided for in this Bill,
thus giving the Treasurer X1,700,000, be
sufficient to provide for all old works
under the old authorisations, including
the Coolgardie Water Scheme? Because
it seems to me that if, in addition to this
Loan Bill, we have to bring down another
Bill to authorise an additional sum for
the old works, then, instead of owing
£217,000,000 when this Bill is passed,
we shall probably owe something like
£218,000,000. We should like to think
that the money the Treasurer bad on hand
on the 31st May-the balance lhe can float
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of the old authorisations and the amount
which was reappropriated. from the water
scheme-will be sufficient to complete all
the old works;- and then let us start on
the works contained in this new Bill. It
seems to me it would be unwise for us to
affrm even the principle of a Bill which
contains such huge items. lIt is all very
well to say: "We can emasculate it in
Cornmittee; we can take out practically
all the items which we consider should
not be there." But when we find that in
this Bill there is something like one million
pounds at least which we have to add to
the cost of our railways, which sum will
Dot produce a penny of revenue-mem-
bers can check this for themselves-and
that, in addition, we have £742,000 set
down for rolling-stock, new members
may well pause before they affirm a Bill
embodying such figures. Practically, we
have in this Bill to provide for repairs of
the railways, for completing the Junction
Workshops, and for the new rolling-stock,
£21,690,000. Old mewmhers may take these
figures in with a gulp; but we new mem-
bers are fresh from the country, and we
say such figures stagger us, and we should,
therefore. be acting very unwisely if we
even affirmed the principle of this Bill
without objecting to these stupendous
items. I quite understand we can talk
of these items when they come before us
in Committee. But the Premier has
asked us to affirm the principle of this
Bill immediately. We are quite in a
quandary as to this great question of
rolling-stock, because we are faced with a,
difference of opinion. The Premier
stands by the opinion of the Engineer-in-
Chief ; then in the debate on the Address,
we had the leader of the Opposition
(Hon. F. H. Piesse) saying be took a
great deal of credit for ordering in
advance a large quantity of rolling-stock;
and that rolling-stock is now being paid
for by the present Government, causing
a shortage of actual cash. Well, I hardly
know how to reconcile the present state-
ment of the leader of the Opposition with
his statement made to this House on 30th
September of last year, in which he
said:

I would like to say that to-day it is recog-
nised throughout Australia that the West
Australian railways are up to date in regard
to management, equipment, and system, and
that they are second to none in the whole of
Australia.

HoN. F. ]EL Ftss Hear, hear.
kInf. GA RDINEUR; The hon., member's

speech continues;
I am quite satisfied that we might go

throughout the whole of Australia and not
find railways better anasged! orhetter equipped
than the railways in this colony.
Well, here in this very Loan Bill we
are asked to pass £742,000 for rolling-
stock. Surely, with such evidence as
this before us, we can well pause and ask:
are we justified in even affirming the
principle of a Bill containing such items?
Our railways are the greatest revenue-
producing branch of the public service;
and the fact I have just stated shows that
we have followed a most objectionable
principle with regard to our railways: we
have, to a great extent, starved our
rolling-stock, and to-day the consequence
is we have to pay thousands of pounds
more on that account, because at that
particular time the Treasurer wanted all
the revenue he could possibly collect.
This £742,000 is the net profit of these
railways, which has been handed into the
Treasury during the last seven years; and
here to-day, in order, I may honestly say,
to rectify a large portion of the policy of
the past, we are practically asked to spend
£1,690,000. I say, before we can pass
such items as these, we new members
especially should have a full schedule of
them; and we want to know how much
of the rolling-stock which has been con-
demned and is useless can be made fit
for practical use. We do not want to
have a repetition of the instance men-
tioned here the other day of an engine
sold to a private customer for £1,100,
made right by our own departmwent, and
then the department paying £3 a day for
the hire of it from the man who bought it.
We want to see hundreds of instances
in which inefficient stock can be made
useful for the present traffic on these
railways.

Ifbs. F. H. PtassE - There are only 228
engines in the country.

Ma. GARDINER: We are not going
to sell the balance at that price and then
pay the same price for the hire of one,
otherwise we shall be in great debt.

HoN. F. H PrissEn, The hon. member
says " hundreds," but I assert there are
oakv 228 in the State.

Ma. GARDINER: I believe there
are hundreds of trucks which are useless
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now, and I also believe someone is
receiving 3s. a, day for truck hire for
some trucks which, before being sold,
were practically condemned as useless.
If they were not condemned as useless,
why were they sold? If they were fit
for the work those men bought them for,
they are fit for State work, and the State
has a right to receive the benefit of them
until they are too old and useless. I say
again this House has a right to have
something farther with reard to the
estimates of traffic on the line. If we
turn to the South Australian railway
report, we will find such information that
a novice. can go through the report and
see how the railways are worked, and can
ascertain whether there is justification
for expenditure on particular stations.
In committee I am going to criticise
some of the items very strongly, and I
assert with regard to the item of the
Midland Junction Workshops that it
would be a scandal for us to pass that in
this Rouse. The idea of a State with
180,000 persons passing an item of
£424,000 for works of convenience! Will
members say we are justified in paying
practically a rent of £.17,000 or £18,000
a year, and in locking up £424,000
in a, work of convenience, when dozens of
constituencies are actually starving for
very necessary works to enable people to
earn their daily bread? No wonder new
members raise a very strong protest
against passing this Bill in its present
form. We are willing to give the Govern-
ment every possible assistance to get
sufficient money to carry them on. No
one wants to see public works stopped,
especially those works already in hand:
we are perfectly willing to give the
Government a reasonable loan antho-
risation; but works of this magnitude
should not be hurried through the House.
I am pledged to see that only works of
necessity are constructed, and if we spend
such huge sums on works of absolute
necessity, we shall be practically starving
many works of utility until the terminta-
tion of three or four years from the pre-
sent time. I hope the Government will
propose some course by which we can
meet the desire of the Hiouse, and that is
to enable the Government to go on the
London market, and obtain sufficient to
carry on; but, on the other hand, I hope
they will not ask us to swallow the items

in this Bill, even if we have to debate
them and fight over theta in Committee.

MR. C. H. RASON (Guildford).- I
intend to support the second reading of
this Bill, reserving to myself perfect
freedom of action when we discuss the
items in Committee. The feature that
presents itself to my mind at the moment
is this. The Government are anxious to
get a, loan upon the London market to
raise £1,500,000 at K, per cent. interest,
and the Colonial Treasurer is by no means
confident the loan will be floated at par,
even. at that interest. It is quite. possible
we may have to pay a discount, and in any
case we shall have to pay a commission
for raising the loan, I would suggest to
the Government that an attempt should
be made to attract, in relation to these
loans, some of the capital now lying idle
in the banks of the Australian States,
and especially capital which is lying idle
in the banks of this State.

TanF COLONIAL TREASURER IWe have
tried that.

MR. C. HI. RASON: I think mnembers
can hardly be aware how vast a sum is
lying idle in the banks of this State.
According to a return of the 31st March
the public moneys lying in the banks of
this State and not bearing interest
reached the sum of £2,861,127 13s. 6d.
If there be very nearly £3,000,000 of
public money lying in the banks of this
State not bearing interest, it- seem s to me
something must be wrong if the Govern-
ment of this State have to go on the
London market to borrow money at 31,
per cent. Surely some mpeans can be
devised whereby some of that vast
amount of capital tan be let loose and
can be made available for the loans of
this State. Surely something can be
done to remedy the present state of
affairs, which to my mind is little short
of a scandal. I also wish to draw
attention to a statement of the Treasurer
with regard to the general loan fund,
which was presented to this Rouse when
he introduced the Loan Bill, because
tbere is manifestly an error; a small one
no doubt, but still an error, and there is
a double error, it seems to me, which at
all events suggests that, instead of being
exact figures, the figures are made some-
how to balance. With regard to the
debentures in circulation on the 30th
June, 0.01, the statement presented by
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the Colonial Treasurer shows the amount
as £324,800, but in the return which
accompanied that statement the amount
is shown at.£824,900; that is.£100 more.
In regard to the inscribed stock raised in
London, the total shown in the Treasurer'a
statement is .210,331,929 Us. 3d., but
in the return which accompainied the state-
ment the sum is shown as £10,331,880;
£100O less. The suggestion manifestly is
that the figures, instead of being exact
copies, have in these respects been made
to balance, and, although the error is only
£100, if an error of £100 be made in an
important statement of this bind, it
suggests that other more important errors
have also been made, or could have been
ade, and that figures in the return have

been made to balance with equal facility.
I shall say no more at this juncture except
to repeat that I shall vote for the second
reading of the Bill, and shall reserve any
remarks I have to make upon the items
to the time when we reach them in Corn-
mnittee.

Mu. F. WILSON (Perth): I do not
intend to go through this Bill, or through
the schedule, but I wish to offer a few
remarks with regard to the observations
of the leader of the Opposition (Hon. F.
H. Piesse) and others in cornetion there-
with. Although I do not for one moment
propose to defend the Government for
having introduced a Bill of this magnitude
to the House-because I think they are
capable of taking care of themselves-I
was somewhat interested and to some
extent am used to note the irony of the
position, the kettle calling the pot "black,"
as one might term it; the leader of the
Opposition advising the members of the
present Government to stick to the truth
as they (Opposition members) had done
in the past, and all that sort of thing. It
appears to me this is a portion of the
extravaganit administration of the past,
and, as I said in the debate on the Address-
in-reply, we cannot afford, nor is it j ust
that we should do so, to put too much
blame upon the shoulders of those gentle-
men who have taken office to administer
the affairs of this State. In glancing down
the schedule one cannot help being struck
with the fact that most of the works
therein enumerated are works in progress,
and works which this State is hound to
see brought to a successful issue.
Whether it is the better policy to ask for

a sum of money am the Forrest Adminis-
tration were in the habit of doing, and
spend twice as much, or to ask twice the
amount they wish to spend, and only
expend half, is open to great debate and
difference of opinion. I think the
Colonial Treasurer is justified in stating
fully and plainly to what expenditure he
isommitted. Ou the other hand I agree
to some extent with the leader of the
Opposition when he says, " Give us a true
statement of the total expenditure you
are committed to, but at the same time
do not ask us to authorise you to raise
the whole of the money at once."
Perhaps there is some justification for
that position. I am inclined, just taking
a cursory glance at the position, to agree
with him that it is not necessary at the
present time to grant power to the
Ministry to raise £3,500,000, but I
certainly commend the Colonial Treasurer
for the clear statement he has laid before
this House. These details showing the
total indebtedness of the country, and
the estimates of the proposed expenditure
in the near future, are clear and easily
understandable by even the meanest
financial authority in the countr 'Y; and I
commend him for having put such clear
statements before this House, so that we
imay all be readily able to grasp the
position. However, the matter we have
to consider to-night is the second reading
of this Loan Bill, and I for one propose
to offer no serious opposition to the
passage of the BiUl so far as the second
reading is concerned; but when we go
into Committee we may be able to
eliminate some of the items and thus
reduce the total. Perhaps it will be
well if we strike out the extension
of this Cue-Ntannine railway; not that
the work is not necessary and re-
quired, for I believe perhaps it is just
as necessary as any other railway exten-
sion, but seeing that we have during the
last session, and in the early portion of
the present sitting, stated definitely that
no new works would be introduced, I
think we ought to be as good as our word,
and see that no new works are put into
this Loan Bill. I join issue with the
leader of the Opposition in his remarks
with regard to the rolling-stock. The
item of rolling-stock is one of paramount
importance to every industry in the
country and I for one shall object
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strongly if any obstacle is put in the way
of the Ministry in regard to raising the
funds necessary to properly equip our
railways. This is a question of vital
importance not only to the industries
but also the general prosperity of the
community. It is beyond doubt that our
railway systemn hafs been starving for
rolling-stock. Time after time measures
have been introduced into this House for
the construction of new lines. There was
a feverish anxiety exhibited on the part
of the late Administration to push out
our lines here, there, and everywhere.
But they have always fallen short in
their duty to the State in the matter of
?quipping the railways of the State. It
is only courting disaster if you run out
your lines to distant centres and do not
supply the necessary rolling-stock to carry
the traffic which you ought to be justified
in expecting will offer itself for the
railway. I hope that the procrastinating
policy of the past in regard to public
works will not be perpetuated with
regard to our present Ministry. I notice
there is the item, "1Fremantle Dock and
Slip." We ought not to lose one moment
in putting these works in hand and

cryng them out to a. successful con-
clsin. The past policy appears to have

been to suggest works that were not
intended to be carried out for perhaps
three or four years ahead, and by that
means to secure a vote of the House for
loa~n funds which were always available
for reappropriation. As one who has
made a strong protest in the past against
this system of reappropriation, I am
justified to-night in saying I commend
the Colonial Treasurer for bringing down
faithfully a Bill which will cover all his
proposed expenditure. I do not want to
see the policy' of the past perpetuated; I
do not want to see Bills brought down
that will only be used as a mneans of
carrying out works other than those
for which they were introduced. I
hope the Rouse will stand firm on this
point, and that when Bills are brought
down for necessary works and receive
the approval of the House, members
will see that the money voted is utilized
for the purpose for which it is voted,
and for no other purpose. The leader
of the Opposition takes exception to
the item " Departmental," which I
think manly covers the supervision of

the works contained in the Bill. So far
ase that refers to rolling-stock, he advances
the argument that ats roiing-stock ias
already ordered there should be no super-

Ivision-
Horn. F. H. PIESSE: I did nob make

that statement.
YMt. WILSON: That was certainly the

hon. membher's utteramce. Perhaps he did
not mean what he said; but he certainly
did say that as rolling-stock had already
been ordered, this item could not be
applicable to rolling-stock. The super-
vision only commences during the course
of construction, and the expenditure of
the money then takes place; so I do not
think the hon. mem ber's argument a fair
one to advance in counnction with that
item. We must have the construction of
the rolling-stock supervised, and when it
is delivered within our borders it must
be properly erected ; hence the item
11Departmental" covers rolling-stock as
well as any other item in the Bill. In
regard to the Coolgardie Water Scheme,
that has been so often threshed out in
this Rouse and elsewhere that. I am sure
it must be getting a stale question so far
as the public are concerned; but I want
here to repeat what I said on the hustings,
and which has been confirmed by the
Colonial Treasurer in his speech the other
night. The estimate for the scheme does
not coverreticulation, and notwithtstanding
all the arguments advanced by the leader
of the Opposition, that the estimate
included an item which would cover the
cost of carrying a main to Kalgoorlie, I
still insist that the reticulattionl Of the
water scheme line to be provided for:- and
I will go still farther-the Colonial Trea-
surer, I think, said it would amount to

4half a million to reticulate to Coolgardie,
Kalgoorlie, Boulder, and Meuzies-and
say that it will cost pretty well half a
million to carry the water through the
reticulation sche me to the different mines,
which will he the main consumers. There
are something like 30,000 or 40,000
people on the eastern goldfields; and. if
we allow a localI consu mption for domestic
purposes of 10 gallons per head, that will
amount to something like 40,000 gallons
of water consumed by the people for
domestic pu rposes. Then four and a-h alf
millions of gallons of water have to be
disposed of; and how is that to be done?
Sell the water to the different mines, of
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course. But how are the mines to be got
tN purchase itP B 'y taking it to their
doors: that is the only possible chance
there is of disposing of the water pumped
by the scheme. And I say emphatically
that where one mine will be found pre-
pared to carry a main 10 miles -because
consumers will have to be got from all
round outside-where one mine will be
found which has the money and is pre-
pared to carry a main up to the terminal
reservoir to get its supply, 10 mines will
be found to reply, "If you bring the
water to us we will use it, and not other-
wise." That is where the commercial
aspect of the question comes in, and
where the Government are going to
meet their greatest trouble. Not only
will. they have to undertake that
work of having to raise farther funds
for delivering water to their con-
sumners, but they will also have to
set about it quickly; and. the sooner this
great scemere is put in the hands of
business men t o run as a trust, the better
it will be for Western Australia, with the
certainty of its being carried out on proper
business commercial lines. I am certain
of this : it will not take one, two, or
three years, but probably years-at any
rate three rears-before the consumers
are got together and coupled up, so that
all the water is sold at the price at which
the Government can sell it. It is a. large
undertaking, a, work that must be con-
stantly looked after. The Government
will have to go to the consumers, look
them up, make contracts with them, and
it is going to take one, two or three years
in my opinion beore the Government are
able to dispose of the five millions of
gallons of water which it is intended to
pumip. So far as the price is concerned,
any mnemher and every member in the
Chiamber is convinced, I am sure, that
3s. 6d. per thousand gallons is not going
to pay as the retail price of the water.
It stands to reason that when the water
is pumped to Coolgardie, or even to
Kalgoorlie, there are hound to be gravi-
tation schemves to the consumers; and as
to-day it is costing the citizens of Perth
2s. per thousand gallons to gravitate
from the Darling Ranges, then what is it
going to cost to gravitate from the
terminal reservoir in Kalgoorlie or CJool-
gardie to the consumers? It is absurd
to suppose that the water can be sold for

*anything like the price mentioned, and I
can say without hesitation that 7s. or 7s. 6d.
per thousand gallons will be nearer the
mark than 3s. 6d. to the consumers.
I admit that the Engineer-in-Chief, in
his estimates, has always calculated that
s. 6d. per thousand gallons should be

the price at the terminal reservoir; but
the Premier-not the late Premier so
much as Sir John Forrest-when in
power has times out of number stated
publicly that the price of the water would
be 8s. 6d. per thousand gallons to the
consumer; and I heard him not so long
since, speaking at Mundaring Weir, say
that he would stake his reputation on
the fact that the consumers could get
water for 3s. 6d per thousand gallons.
It appears to me Ministers have not been
wilfully misled:- they have misled them-
selves, and have not consulted their re-
sponsible officers, for I am sure the
Engineer-in-Chief would have stated at
once that the water could not be sold at
that price, had he been consulted. And
Ministers wilfully misled themselves and
got it impressed on their minds that the
watoer could be sold at that price; hence
they have stated in the House to that
eff ect. The sooner the public on the
goldfields understand that the water
scheme must be made to pay, and that
the people must be prepared to pay the
price that it costs for working the scheme,
the better for all concerned. I am quite
sure those who want the water will not
object to pay a reasonable price for it. It
is essentially a commercial speculative
undertaking, as I have pointed out over
and over again in the 'House, an under-
taking that cannot be considered a
monopoly because the Government have
the very heavens themuselves to compete
with. A good season's rainfall will fill
the tanks aind dams, then there is no
demand for the Government water;
and as the Colonial Treasurer has
pointed out, unless the pumps are kept
going day and night, week in and week
out, month in and month out, the scheuie
cannot hope to pay its way. There
can be no stoppage; there will be only
three days' supply of water at the othe r
end ; therefore the pumips can not stop for
more than three days; otherwise the
scheme will be a financial failure. T hope
that consideration will. be given to this
aspect of the business. I do not fear
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there is going to be trouble from an
engineering point of view, not more than
the ordinary difficulties. Of course, there
will be the trouble of pipes bursting and
joints giving way: these troubles are
expected in a scheme of this sort. There
will be the machinery breaking down, and
duplicate machines will be required, but
these engineering difficulties can be over-
come. I do not fear from an. engineering
point of view any difficulties, but I fear
from a commercial point of view that
this is going to be the " white elephant "
of the present Administration as well as
that of the past. I hope the Government
will consider the placing of this scheme
in the hands of a trust of commercial
men, to control the working of it and the
disposal of the waer, so that they may
get to work with thei'r contracts and get
their consumers, and thus make the
scheme pay; that is all we may expect of
it. There is an item on the schedule
which has not been mentioned by any
previous speaker. I do not know whether
it is intended to cover a fresh expendi-
ture, or whether the expenditure already
incurred is included in the item "1Erec-
tion of Public Batteries, X42,400." Per-
haps the Minister can inform me whether
it is an extra expenditure? All I have
to say in regard to that item is
that last session we showed conclusively
that the public batteries had cost almost
half their value during the time they
were in operation. I think about
£220,000 was lost on them. Therefore
1 do contend that we ought to be very
cautious how we extend this system. It
seems to me that we may go on increas-
ing our loss year after year, and I do not
think we are justified in doing that.
I have always contended that these
batteries would be a losing concern, and I
am af raid my words are going to Prove
only too true. Uip to the present our
public batteries have lost money "1hands
down," and I do object to ay farther
extension until we have placed the exist-
ing batteries on a paying basis. Of
course it is all very well for the Minister
to say they must pay. Ministers have
always said that; the present Minister's
predecessors said so also; but the batteries
do not pay notwithstanding; and. I do
not see how we are going to make
them pay in the future. Batteries will
be erected in districts where you cannot

get sufficient payable stone to make them
pay. Certain influence wifl cause them
to be erected in such places, and then
you will find the batteries removed to
other districts, and possibly removed once
more and so on. We were promised that
a sufficient charge would be made for
crushing to cover the working expenses
of these public batteries. That has not
been done, and so long as public batteries
do not pay their way I am going to
oppose them. I never was very favour-
able to the scheme; in fact, I believe I
opposed it from the inception. I would
rather have seen batteries erected by the
aid of bonuses or rants of money, so
that we might know the extent of our
liability. Twenty thousand pounds have
been lost in the working of them. If
£20,000 had been spent in encouraging
private people to erect batteries where
required, we should have had much
better results. Batteries would have
been put up in places where they would
pay, and not in places from which they
had to be removed very soon.

A Mntssn. Private enterprise!I
MR. WILSON: Yes; private enter-

prise every time, under proper safeguards.
I do uot propose to deal any farther with
this Loan Bill on the second reading. I
hop~e that the "Departmental" item,
which T have already referred to, will be
allotted to the different works in the
same way as the cost of raising the loans
required for the works. I commend the
Colonial Treasurer for the departure he
has taken, for it is a proper and sound
financial course to debit the whole cost of
raising the loans to the departmental
works for which they are raised. If you
borrow a sum of money and have to pay
a percentage for raising that loan, or
have to pay a percentage to the person who
undertakes to get the loan for you, that
adds so much to the cost of the work for
which the loan is being raised. The
proper method has certainly been adopted
by the Colonial Treasurer in deciding
that the cost. of raising these loans and
the cost of supervision shall be debited to
the works in just proportion to their cost.
I shall allow the second reading to go
through, so far as I am concerned. I
hope it may be possible to cut out some
of the items when the Bill is in
Committee, thus reducing the total
amount.
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XMu. R. D. ItUTCHINSON (Gerald-
ton): I did not intend to speak on the
second reading of this Bill, and would
not have done so had it not been for the
advice just tendered to the House by the
member for Perth (Mr. Wilson), who
proposes that we should strike out the
amount for the Cue-Nannine railway. I
want to tell the member for Perth, and
the House as well, that I do not ask hon.
members to pass this item if members
think it is not justified. But I would
have liked the nmher for Perth, when
referring to this matter, to tell us.
why be did not object to the continuation
of the railway to Leonora. Not many
months ago he condemned the system
then being pushed forward with central-
isation for its object; and if he was in
earnest, I think he will admit now that if
this railway be continued to Leonora, the
men living on those north-east fields will
for all time have to pay for the carriag of
their goods over something like 200 miles
more than they need to pay if the Gerald-
ton to Cue railway could be extended
across from Mt. Magnet to Leonora.
Those people will not only be compelled
to bear the unreasonable cost of getting
their provisions carried so much farther,
but will also have to pay for the upkeep
of trade. in Perth and Frema~ntle as
against the trade being allowed to follow
its geographical course in another part of
this State. I do not think that even at
so late a stage we shall be justified in
incurring this expenditure if by any
means we can get away from it. I main-
tain, as I have always maintained, that
every port in the State should have a fair
'. show " for the trade that belongs to
and is behind that port. I consider that
if the Parliament of Western Australia, in
the past has sanctioned a plicy of cen-
tralisation we are not justified in con-
tinuing that policy. If the Cue-Nannine
railway is not justified at the present
time, if a railway that would carry traffic
from the gate of that district, from the
natural port of the district to an import-
ant goldfield (or at any rate quite a
long way towards Peak mul) is not
to be jusetified, then the other is not
justified. I see another item down, one
that appears to me rather puzzling. I
think the schedule must have been fixed
up hurriedly. I refer to Item 19 for
"fiGoldfields, including boring for coal and

miscellaneous." It is a new thing to bore
for coal on gold~fields. It seems moreover
a very funny thing to bore for "nmisced-
laneout." I take it that the real meaning
is. that this vote is intended for boring
for water on the goldfields and for
minerals in other parts. of the State. I
am very pleased to see the necessity of
that recognised. While I do not say
that the whole sum set down should be
voted, I am very glad to find that the
present Ministry are willing to bore for
coal and minerals on other than gold-
fields. I shall not detain the House
longer now, but I shall probably speak in
Committee on some of the items.

Mau. J. M. HOPKINS (Boulder): I
am at a loss to understand who is respon-
sible for the proposition to build a rail-
way from Cue to Nannine. I heard the
leader of the Opposition (Hon. F. 13.
Piesse) say to-night that it was not th,-
intention of the late Government to build
a line from Cue to Nannine, but to extend
the line as far as Tucklanarra. If that
was their intention, then I think it was a
brilliant idea indeed. Tuckanarra at the
present time has one gold-mine working
a 10-head battery; it has also a Govern-
meut battery which works seven shifts a,
month. The distance from Cue to Tucks.-
narra, is 26 miles, and the population of
Tuckanarra is just about 26 people. I
think it is indeed time the new members
were given at least an opportunity of
understanding their position. I think it
most unfair that we have not had this
opportunity, more particularly we mnem-
bers from the eastern goldfield s, who have
been very silent so far iii regard to the
requirements of our districts. I think it
is the first time I havye Mentioned in this
House that my district has any require-
ments. I have made no reference to
railways that my constituents require; I
have made no reference to the goldfields-
Esperance railway, but I do certainly
think that if this country is in a position
to build 26 miles of railway to accommo-
date 26 people and a mine with a 10-
head basttery, thena it is about time that
60,000 people on the eastern goldfields
were connected with the port of Esper-
atice. One disability under which young
members labour arises from the form in
which the loan schedule is placed before
the House. It would. have been prefer-
able had we had placed before us a
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statement showing the amount of the
original authorisation, the amount already
expended, the account still required, and
the amount provided for in the loan
schedule. Personally, I am at a loss to
know whether the schedule covers the
entire amount required for public works.
I should like to say a. few words
about the Coolgardie Water Scheme.
I believe that this scheme will be a
success both from an engineering and
a financial or commercial standpoint. A
good deal of doubt has been cast on the
chances of success of the scheme by
speakers both in this House and outside
it. Perhaps moreimportance is occasionally
attached to the speeches of members of
Parliament than they merit. Members
of Parliament have said that the scheme
will not pay, thait the scheme will not
be workable. I have given notice earlier
in the evening that I shall move asking
the House to take into consideration the
advisability of having the first section
(up to No. 3 pumping station) built for
the purpose of testing the feasibility of
the scheme. If we can prove it to be an
engineering success for that distance, then
we shall very easily convince the people
from whom we want to borrow the money
to finish it that it will be a success right
through. The scheme is one of the
utmost importance to the eastern gold-
fields. I believe that seeing we shall
have to provide £75,000 a year towards
the sinking fund in support of the scheme
for this year, and seeing that no person
has yet told us how long we shall have to
wait before the water gets through-so
that we may have to go on paying £75,000
a year for 10 years perhaps-in view of
these things I think it would be better to
authorise the immediate borrowing of the
money required to build it. I think it
would be better to pay five or six per
cent. interest now, than to borrow say
five or six years hence at 3-j per cent. with
the consequent delay in the completion of
the scheme. I shall support the second
reading of the Bill. In Committee I
hope to have something to say about the
Cue-Nannine railway and one or two
other items.

MR. F. CONNOR (East Kimberley):
I rise to repeat what I said in the early
part of the evening. I cannot support
the second reading of this Bill. I have
no hesitAtion in recommending the Tres-

surer not to attempt to force the Bill
through at this sitting of the House. He
should take now the advice he was accus-
tomed to give when he sat on this (Opposi-
tion) side of the House, namely that these
things should not be dlone in a hurry, that
sufficient time should be given for their
consideration, and that the House should
have an opportunity to discuss them.
I will not go into details. I mentioned
in the early part of the evening that there
is a grave doubt as to the manner in which
the railways of the State are being
managed, and the very first items we see
in the schedule to this Bill refer to the

IRailwvayDepartment. Those items amount
to about two millions. Here are two
millions to go into this concern of the rail-
ways; more than half the amount asked
for in the Bill is to be spent on this
department; and while we are asked for
that amount there is the Pressproclaimiug
that the department is conducted in a,
very indifferent manner. I could make
use oif stronger language, but I do not
want to do so. " Rotten'" was I think
the word used: perhaps it is not a par-
liamentary expression. It is stated in the
Press that this department is ' rotten,"
and that there is worse than thievery
going on in connection with it. I hope it
is not so, but that is stated; and why, I
ask the Government, should they try to
force this Loan Bill through the House
practically without discussion, practically
without its being placed before the public,
in face of the fact that the department
which is to get two millions out of the
three and a half millions is asserted to
be baly worked? We are put into thisgition The Premier, and T think the

olonial Treasurer, ask us to pass this
Bill to-night; anyhow this is the second
reading of it ; and we are asked to go into
Committee to discuss the items. If the
Bill does pass the second reading, and we
go into CJonmunittee, there will be some
individual member here in favour of every
item, which he will have to support from
the point of view of his constituents; and
there will be a percentage of members who
cannot conscientiously support various
items, but at the same time dare not
oppose them because if they did so the
items which they want would probably
be opposed by the other man. That
is the position. [A MIEMBER: That is
log-rolling.] It may be log-rolling;
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it may be what you like; but that
is the position. I have no hesitation in
saying that the Government are adopting
this course in order to try to force this
Bill through the second reading. They
think they can play off the membher for
one constituency against the member for
another constituency; and so possibly-

THE COLONIAL TREASURER:- That never
occurred to us.

A M[ENDER: That dodge is played
out.

MR. CONNOR; I do not know.
Possibly I may exceed the limits taken
by my friends on the Government side
when they sat in Opposition. But I only
return to them the advice they gave us
when we had the misfortune to be on the
Government side of the House.

MR. GARDINER:- And you are now out
in the cold.

Mn. CONNOR: I am not disputing
that. At present, I Pay, take our advice.
Let not the Government try to force the
second reading of this Bill through the
'House to-night. I must refer to one
thing. The maember for Perth (Mr.
Wilson) referred to the item in the
schedule for -prospecting. He said public
batteries had, so far, been a failure, and
that if they did not show a profit, he
would be opposed to a, farther extension
of the battery system. I beg leave to dis-
agree with the hon. member. F say,
whether that scheme of public batteries
pay or not, it is due to the country that
we should have them, even if worked at a
Toses; and that the prospec-tor who goes
out and tries to find payable mines should
not be treated as though he were a man
who, with £C100,000 of capita, can buy
out the prospector as soon as payable gold
has been found. In my humble opinion,
we should continue, even at a loss, that
public battery system; and, therefore, I
disagree with the hon. member for Perth,
If the question that the 'Bill be read a
second t iime go to a division, I shall vote
against its being passed to-night.

THE COMMISSIONER OF RAIL-
WAYS (Hon. J. J. Holmes): I agree
with the last speaker that the railways as
managed to-day are not by any means as
satisfactory as they should be. Not
many' hon. membhers will, I think, contend
that they are maniaged on an altogether
efficient and satisfactory basis; but I
do not think the present Gvrmn a

be blamed for the defects that exist
to-day.

MR. CONNOR: Why do you not sus-
pend your General ManagerP

THE COMMISSIONER OF RAIL-
WAYS: It is for the present Govern-
ment to do the best we can.

MR. ONNOR: That is the way to do it.
THE COMMISSIONER 0OP RAIL-

WAYS: And it is for me, as the head of
the department, to do the best I can to
bring about a better result; and that
cannot be done in the course of a, few
weeks.

HoN. F. H. PIEasE: It will not be done
for years.

Tas COMMISSIONER OF RAIL-
WAYS: The member for the Williams
(Mr. Piesse), as quoted to-night by the
member for Albany, told the House last
year that the railways of this State were
the best equipped and best managed in
auy of the Australian colonies. Yet,
during this session, in speaking to the
Address-in-reply, the hon. member (Mr.
Piesse) blamed the Government for
having stated that a, considerable quantity
of roll ing-stock had been ordered and was
comning forward; he complained that the
present Government were taking credit
for having ordered that rolling-stock,
whereas it had been ordered by the old
Government. Well, I am prepared to
grive them credit for that. The old Gov-
ernment. did order the rolling-stock, but
they left this Government to pay for it.

Rom. F. H. PIRSss: The eountry pays
for it.

A MEMBER; The country finds the
money.

Tau COMMISSIONER OF RAIL-
WAYS: Let me put before the House
the position of the rolling-stock ats it was
placed before me when I took office on
the 4th June. On the 1st June, the
amount available for the purchase of and
payment for rolling-stock was £112,000.
Some of this stock has by this time
arrived; hut the total on order and to
arrive at a, very early date has a value of
£393,275, and the indents going forward
are.£267,670, making a total of £660,945.
And when we ask this House to pass. a.
'Loan Bill in order that we may meet the
liabilities thrust upon -us by the past
Government, hon. members opposite, and
the late Commissioner of Railways (Mr.
Piesse) amr finding fault with us.

[ASSEMBLY] Second reaJing.
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Hox. F. H. PIEaSE: YOU ask for
£742,000.

THE COMMISSIONER OF RAIL-
WAYS: In those figures quoted, I may
say no provision is made for rolling-stock
for the Menzies line, the Cue-Naninine
line, or the Northam-Goornalling line.
At that time the offices of Director of
Public Works and Commissioner of Rail-
ways were held by the same person, the
Hon. F. H. Piesse; the Public Works
Department was officer-ed by the Engineer-
in-Chief acting under the control of that
Minister, who had the duty of construct-
ing these railways; and although the
General Manager of Railways was under
the same Minister holding a different
office, that of Commissioner, yet the
General Manager, except b y what he read
in the newspapers, did not know these new
railways were being constructed, and had
never been asked to provide the rolling-
stock. Here we have the Engineer-in-
Chief constructing railways for the
Director of Public Works, and the Com-
missioner of Railways-the same person
as the Director of Public Works-not
even notifying his General Manager that
these railways were being constructed
and that rolling-stock for them was
required.

HoN. 4'. H. PiussE: Do you mean to

say the General Manager was not con-
sulted ?

THE COMMISSIONER OF RAIL-
WAYS: The General Manager was not
consulted as to the rolling-stock required,
or rather that is his direct statement
and intimation to me, and I must accept
it until it be contradicted: that those
lines had not been officially brought under
his notice, and that he had never been
asked to provide rolling-stock to equip
them.

MR. DOHERTY: That word "1officially"
is very god.

MR. GE sG: It is a good word; it
should have a capital 0.

THE COMkMISSIONER OF RAIL-
WAYS: Without providing for those
railways that have been constructed, and
only to honour the Bill passed on to us
by the late Government, we want just
X550,000. In addition we want money
to equip these new lines I have mentioned,
which have been constructed.

HoN. F. H. Pusan: We do Dot object
to giving tbe money.

Tnu COMMISSIONER OF RA-IL-
WAYS: When we come to) "Additions
and improvements to opened railways,"
and "Rails and fastenings," I find the
item for relaying from Northam to Kal-
goorlie, which the hon. member (Hon.
F. H. Piesse) wiUl admit is urgent,
owing to the heavy traffic passing over
that line every day, and its being con-
structed of very light rails, and to the
fact that from day to day the rails are
being broken by the engines. We re-
quire, to cosnpletethatrelaying,.2l06600.
To duplicate the line from Bellevue to
Northam, an Urgent and necessary work,
we want £168,000, making X274,600.
Then for improvements to railways, which
will extend over the two or three years
which this Bill will cover, we require
£9300,000, making a total of X574,600;
so it will be seen in these three items
alone we absorb those two items num-
bers 4 and 5 appearing in the schedule.

MR. DoRER~n: What does " improve-
ments to opened lines " include?

THE COMMISSIONER OF RAIL-
WAYS: It includes works in hand which
have to be completed, which are very
numerous, and for which I am not re-
sponsible. There are improvements to
running sheds, consequent on the increase
in the number of engines; improvements
to water supply, stations, and shunting
yards ; fencing lines and stations in
settled districts ; extension of electric
lighting; additional office accommodation;
new stations required from time to time
by increased settlement; additional inter-
locking and safety appliances; land pur-
chase for works; and provision for other
expenditure which may be found neces-
sary. The expenditure of this £9300,000
will extend over some three years.

MR. GEORGE: Who is responsible for
that-the Engineer-in-OhiefP

THE COMMISSIONER OF RAIL-
WAYS: No; the General Manager of
Railways. Now, to show the necessity
and urgency of equipping these railways
properly, I may say that to-day our sup-
ply of wagons is about 4,000 in all. There
is a daily order for 1,000 of these, leaving
3,OO0for outside traffic. The daily order
is made up as follows: Midland Railway
Company, 20 trucks per day; Collie coal
companies, 80 trucks ; timber companies,
300 trucks; and to work the traffic at
Fremantle on any satisfactory basis, there
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are required 600 trucks per day; making
a total of 1,000 out of 4,000 available.
Now the railways are of no use unless
properly equipped. It is no use building
railways and leaving them without
trucks to carry the traffic. The railways
are built to carry the traffic, and should
be equipped in order that they may carry
the traffic that is forthcoming. The
trouble is, we have from all quarters
demands for trucks which we cannot
supply. The lines would carry the traffic
if the trucks were available; and if the
trucks were available, the revenue would
be increased without additional expendi-
ture. We have to-dayv to employ the
same staff, and to incur the same expen-
diture, that would be necessary if there
were a proper supply of trucks. The
traffic is there, waiting fromn day to day;
and all that is necessary is te proper
equipment of the lines in order that the
revenue may be increased, and that the
railways may' show a satisfactory result.
Yet, in the face of all this, when we
make an effort in this House to put the
railways on a satisfactory basis, and to
equip themi properly to bring about this
result, the man who should know most
about it, the late Commissioner of Rail-
ways (Hon. F. H. Piesse), is found at this
stage trying to block us in our efforts.

HON. 1'. H. PLEsE: I ant not.
MR. W. B. GORDON (South Perth):

The member for Albany (Mr. Gardiner)
made a few remnarks on this Bill, and had
it not been for that I should not have
spoken. He said new members cannot
pass such Bills as this without delibera-
tion. I would draw attention to a small
item of X10,600, No. 8 in the schedule.
I think it should have been scheduled as
" Coolgardie-Esperance line": it is put in
as " Surveys, new lines." I suppose that
is just one more little item for the
Cooigaxdieites and the goldfields. The
member for Perth (Mr. Wilson), speak-
ing in regard to the Coolgardie Water
Scheme, told us that at a charge of 3s.
6d. per 1,000 gallons there was no hope
at all of making a profit. He compared
the Coolgardie Scheme with the Perth
Waterworks. He might as well compare
a kangaroo with a bull-ant:± the compar-
ison would be equally good. I wonder if
that hon. member knows that water is
supplied from waterworks in South Aus-
trali, and reticulated to greater distances

than will be required in this instance, for
4Ad. per 1,000 gallons, and that the
ordinary cost of the water reticulated
through Adelaide is only 9d. per 1,000
gallons. I take it the hon. member is
practically backing his opinion against
that of the Engineer-in-Chief. I prefer
to take the Engineer-in-Chief's word. I
flatly challenge the hon. member's state-
ment, and I object to his figures being
accepted at 3s. 6dM., when we have it in
evidence that, the water can be supplied
in other States at 4-1d. per 1,000 gallons.

MU. WILSON: I have the authority of
the Engineer-in-Chief for my statement:
remember that.

Mn. GORDON: I take exception to
the hon. member's statement. As regards
the items in this Bill, I shall probably
say something in Committee. I Will
support the second reading.

THE MINISTER FOR WORKS (Hon.
W. Kingamill): I have but few remarks
to make at this stage of the Bill, as I wish
to reserve whatever I have to say till the
Committee btage, when I suppose I shall
be called upon to give to bon. members
whatever information I amn able to with
regard to the various items on the
schedule. I do not think I should have
spoken at all, had it not been for the fact
that the member for East Kimberley
(Mr. F. Connor) some few nights ago
made certain statements about the
engineering part of the Coolgardie Water
Scheme. I wish to correct myself : lie
made a statement as to his having heard
on good authority certain things about
this scheme. With regard to the policy*
of this scheme, I do not propose to say
anything. I think I have at various
times during the last Three or four years
expressed myself pretty fully on that
subject, and therefore I do not desire to
add anything to what 1 said on former
occasions. In reference, however, to the
engineering part of the scheme that has
come under my control, I think the hon,
member might perhaps have made
inquiries more fully thani he appeared to
have done before, as I might term it,
rushing into print as he did on the
occasion I mention. I must say the hon.
member seemed to be seized during the
last";week or so with a, regular high fever
of reform. It is a peculiar thing how
particularly local in its effect tbis fever
seems to be. No sooner did the bon,
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member travel a few yards from his
former position in this House-the
circumstances being, I think, precisely
the Same, for the Coolgardie Water
Scheme is not in a much more advanced
stage than it was, and I do not think
the railways are under any particularly
different management-than he dis-
covered a defect of the most glaring and
most violent kind in both these instances.

Ma. F. COaNOR: You give a. trial of
the Coolgardie Water Scheme, and we
will see. Give a. trial; that will finish it.

TInz MINISTER FOR WORKS:i I
have to be guided by the advice of my
responsible executive officer, and I may
.say, at this juncture, that I have con.
fidence in the skill and integrity of that
officer.

ME. F. Cowno: Whether right or
wrong?

Tax MINISTER FOR WORKS: I
am assured with regard to the type of
pipes which is now being used in the
Coolgardie Water &cbeine that we are not
conducting an experiment, but that these
pipes have already been in use, and in
successful use, in other places. I have a
little list here of those places in which
they are in use.

Mn.. W. J. GEORGE: The same size
pipe ?

Tifxi MINISTER FOR WORKS. I
will read the dimensions of the pipes, and
then the hon. member for the Murrayv
(Mr. W. J. George) can draw his own
conclusions. There are several water-
supply mains in' South Australia, on
which the Mephan Ferguson type of pipe
was used. They are: No. 1, from Dar-
lington to Grange (Semaphore), 12 miles-
four miles of 2Gmn. diameter, four miles
of 24in. diameter, and four miles of Thin.
diameter. These pipes have been tested
to 270ft. pressure, and the leakage at the
valves was only 100 gallons in 24 hours.
Again, the same pipes were in use in the
Beetaloc water scheme, a distance of 31
miles - 15 miles of Igiu. diameter, and 16
miles of 22in. diameter, Again, there is
a scheme in band from Barossa to Gawler,
and I may inform the House from may
own knowledge of this locality, that the
pressure which will have to be withstood
there will be exceedingly great: there they
have four miles of 1inm. diameter pipe,
and four miles of 22in. diameter pipe. I
hope this makes it clear to the House

that at all events we are not experiment-
ing in this scheme. With regard to the
type of pipe, as far as the trial of the
Government pipe goes, every precaution
is taken in the workshop to have each
pipe thoroughly tested.

Mn. F. WILSON: You did not make
the contrac-t for the supply of pipes.

Tax MINISTER FOR WORKS: Cer-
tainly not, but it has fallen to mny lot to
defend the officers who were formerly
defended by those members who now
attack them. The trials of the new pipes
are severe, each pipe being tested by two
or three times the pressure which it will
have to withstand when in actual use.

Mn. F. CoNNon: - That is the joint.
THE MINISTER FOR WORKS:

Again, the hon. member has complained
that no trial of pipes in afu has been
made. That is not altogether correct.
Trials have been made, and 1 am informed
by the Engineer-in-Chief that they have
turned out perfectly satisfactory.

MR.. F. Oos~oa: That is not so.
THE MINISTER FOR WORKS: I

atu sorry to learn any doubt is thrown
upon the statement of my responsible
executive officer, but I amn bound to say I
must take his statement as made to me
rather than the statement of the member
for East Kimberley (Mr. F. Conner),
who I believe is not making that State-
at first-hand, but only on what he states
to be good authority as he considers it.
I am bound to say I consider my authority
to be the best f can obtain in Western
Australia, and Until ibis is disproved 1
shall still continue to consider it so.

MR. F. CONNOR: YOU Will not give any
trial.

TszF MdINISTER FOR WORKS: I
have pointed out to the member for
East Kimberley once or twice already
that trials have been made. In one case
there was a trial of three miles in eitu,
as the pipes will be when the water is
running through them, and that trial
turned out satisfactorily; farthermore, a
trial of six miles of piping will shortly
be made, at which I hope to be present.
and to which I most cordially invite the
member for East Kimberley and any
other member who may have doubts on
the subject. ,With regard to the com-
pletion of the first two sections of the
line, that will be carried out as speedily
as possible, Wbcause those two sections
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cover a stretcb of country which practically
will prove the success or otherwise of the
Coolgardie water pipes. Within those
two sections, pipes when working will be
subject to the most severe strain that
pipes will have to stand on any part of
the pipe line, and if they stand that
satisfactorily, we may take it for granted
the rest of the pipe line will also do its
work well. There is another thing.
There are points on this pipe line where
the pressure is, as members will easily
realise, much greater than at other points.
It is proposed in relation to these points
of extreme pressure that, instead of, using
the ordinary type of pipe the type of
pipe which hon. members now see along
the railway line, pipes shall be employed
which will be of stronger material, and
will have stronger jointings than the
ordinary ones.

MRt. F. Cornqon: Made on the same
principle ?

THE MINISTER FOR WORKS:
Made on the same principle. As I say,
I was somewhat at a loss to graspwhether
the lion, member for East Kim berley was
objecting to the type of pipe or to the
individual pipe that was being turned
out; but in either case I venture to
assure him on the authority of the
Engineer-in-Chief that his fears are, as
far as I know, absolutely groundless.

Mu. F. CONNORut Canl I Mike an
explanationP

THE SPRAjcuua: The bon. member
cannot do that.

Mu. F. CONNOR: I think there is a
misapprehension.

THE SPEAKER: The hon. member
cannot make an explanation now.

THE MINISTER FOR WORKS:
With regard to the Bill generally, I am
somewhat sorry some new members have
been appalled at the size of the items. I
would ask those new members to
remember that this Bill covers a pro-
jected period of from three years to
possibly four years, and now the only
objection I can possibly see members are
able to take to the Bill is that they think
the Government should introduce an
annual Dill, giving them this thing piece-
meal, instead of allowing members to see
at a glance the three years' programme of
the Government, and allowing them to
see the liabilities they are incurring by
passing any loan expenditure at all. I

regret to say that in the past, and we
have not very far to go for instances, it
has been the habit to start work to cost
say, £e20,000 or £40,000, as the case may
be, and after we have started we have
found that instead of the cost being
£20,000 or £40,000. it has been £40,000
or £100,000. I think members will
agree with ine such a practice is to be
deprecated, and I do not see how that
system, can possibly be carried on under
the present Bill.

Ma. W, J. Gxouaz: These are actual
estimates, are they?

Tuu MINISTER FOR WORKS:
These are actual estimates; they are
based, I may say in reply to the leader of
the Opposition (Hon. F. H. Piesse), upon
the advice of our executive officer.

MR, W, J. G-EORGK:. That is not fair.
Tux MINISTER FOR WORKS: I

could name instances to that hon. mem-
ber. I have not been very long in the
position I now hold, and I have not
troubled to look but pigeon-holes
or anything of (hkat sort, but in the
ordinary course of business I have
come across instances where perhaps it
would have been better if the Govern-
ment of that day had been guided
by the advice of their expert officers,
instead of being guided simply by the
wish to make loan estimates or any other
estimates look well on paper. I would
like to point out also, and more so to new
members than to old, that this Bill repre-
sents actually nothing but what I may
almost call incurred liabilities. Unfortu-
nately when the Government took office
it was not given to them to indulge
themselves in any tricks of fancy in the
way of new public works or anything of
that sort: they found all those tricks of
fancy ready made.

MR. D. J. DOHERTY: They were
realities.

THE MINISTER FOR WORKS:-
Exactly, they were realities, and it was
left to the present g overnmnent to carry
out the programme initiated by their pre-
decessors. Again, we hear members say
we are entering upon a policy of stagna-
tion. The Government propose to spend
.- it is the legacy of their predecessors,
but still they do propose to spend-
£3,500,000 out of loan money in three or
four years. Anybody who calls an
expenditure of nearly £1,200,000 per
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annum " stagnation " must, I think, have
tastes that are rather fast anid furious.
In conclusion, I think the Government
have acted in an honest and straight-
forward manner in allowing the Rouse to
see the liabilities they propose to incur in
the next two or three years, instead of, as
I say, bringing down those liabilities
piecemeal before members. Upon this
understanding I would like to commend
the Bill to hion. members, and I hope
that when any member has anything to
Say about the excessive size, as he may
consider it of any item, he will not be
backward-and f am sure he will sot-
in speaking about the matter, and in
asking, if the explanation be sot satis-
factory, that the item. shall be cut down.
Should members succeed-and I do not
suppose they will find it any harder than
is usually the case-in convincing the
Government, then I fancy the Govern-
ment would be prepared to submit with a
good grace to the cutting down process.

Ma. D, J, DOHERTY (North Fre-
mastic) : I quite recognise the position the
Government are placed in, and I think it is
due, as the last speaker said, to the policy
of the late Government; therefore we
should at least give Some assistance to the
presenit Government to go to the London
market. It is not only right, but it is our
absolute duty to do so. I am sure the
Rouse will cut down some of thte items,
and the Government will have no hesita-
tion in accepting the verdict of this
House. I know, by following up the
position of the Government for some
time past, that the Ministry, on 1st June,
were absolutely without funds. All the
money available in London on- loan
account had been absorbed, and all the
money available in Western Australia
had been absorbed, so that the Govern-
mient had to face the position with a loan
authorisation of .£500,000. Some hon.
members on the Opposition side have
said the Government should have pat
this loan on the market; but I understand
that the Government have hypothocated
this amount to the tune of £2400,000.
They obtained this money from the banks
to liquidate some amounts which had
become due. Is that not so? Has any
of the money been hypothecatedP

The CoLosrAn TREASURER: Not to
the banks.

Mia. DOHTERTY: Well, to somebody?

The COLONIAL TREASURER: The sum
of £2100,000.

Mn. DOHERTY: Then there is
£400,000 to go on with, How do the
Government intend to raise that amountP

I Fshould like to go through a few figures
whichb th e Colonial Treasurer placed before
the House, because I amn really puzzled
to understand the exact amount of our
liability. According to the statement of
the Colonial Treasurer, under the Loan
Authorisations Act of 1896 we realised
£94,766,00; from 1896 to 1901, we
raised £8,570,000; that brought our
total liabilities up to £13,336,000; then
there is another item of £4,929, which I
believe is a Liability, and that brings our

-public debt to £13,340,929. Added to
that is the atmount of £1,052,700 due to

*the Savings Bank. Is that a liability?
Tun COLONIAL, TREASURER: Yes; but

not all to thle Savings Bank.
Tn SPEAxER: The lion, member

Imust not interrogate any member when
Speaking.

Mn. DOHERTY: All right, M1r.
Speaker; I will not interrogate him.
There is another item of £294,200, which

*brings the total up to £13,435,12 9. Add
to that the £23,500,000 which is now
wanted, also an amount due to the
Savings Bank, we get a total of over
.£17,000 ,000. Is that the total liability
if we pass this Bill?

TnxOLONrL TREASURER-: Yes; when
we have raised the money.

Ms. DOHERTY: That is the intima-
tion I want to get.
* Ma. CONNORL: It depends on what

iprice you get the money at.
Ma. DOHERTY: The net amount of

the liabilities, according to the Colonial
Treasurer, is £12,280,202 16s. 8d. Add
to that the present liability, and it makes
a total of £215,780,202, which shows a
difference on the two statements of
£1,207,000. That is the position I want
to get at, and I want it authenticated by
the Colonial Treasurer. If the L;oan
Bill be passed, we owe seventeen and
a half millions. That is the position I
want to get at. With reference to the

*railways I really have very little to say,
*except that the amount which the Gov-
ernment require, £300,000, is at little too
much to allow the Railway Department
to play with at their own sweet will: the
amount should not be allowed by the
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House. First of all, we should get our
railways into perfect working order, and
know the position they are in, then allow
some money to spend; but at the present
time the money shouldl not be granted.
Really I was astonished when I heard
from the member for Perth (Mr. Wilson)
that the working exrpenses of the Midland
Railway Company only amounted to 40
per cent., while the working expenses of
the Government railways amounted to 70
per cent., a difference of 30 per cent.
Whatever the imperfections of our rail-
way system may be, we should find out
where they are. When we come to the
various items I shall vote against the
total amount. If not, I shall try to wipe
out most of the amounts.

MRt. TEESTDALE SMITH (Welling-
ton):. I support the second reading of the
Bill, and I do so for this reason. I
consider the late Government have
incurred the liabilities, and it will be a
reflection on them not to carry this
measure. The various items in the Bill
will, I think, require closely looking into.
I uotice the second item, Menzies-Leonora
Railway, £82,700. The adviser of the
Government could some time ago, had he
chosen, got this railway built for £20,000.
There is another item here, "1Additions
and improvements to opened lines,
£318,000." We should be very careful
in my opinion in handling this, as the
Railway Department at the present time
are not capable of doing so. With refer-
ence to the item " Fremantle Dock and
Slip," the policy of the Government in
carrying out the work by day latbour, in

my opinion, should be discontinued alto-
gether.- If the Bill goes into Committee,
I shal say something more on the various
items.

MRn. W. J. GEORGE (Murray) :I
thik the member for the Williams (Ron,
F. H. Piesse) has been a little misunder-
stood this.-evening. Hlis desire was, not
to embarrass the Government in any
shape or form ; but there is a difference
of opinion as to how and when the three
and a hal millions shall be raised. The
lion. member contends, with some amount
of reason, that although the various
items are put down here, they are not
necessary ; and it is admitted by the
Government that it is not necessary to
raise the whole of the three and a half
millions at once. The Govemnnut say

they proposed to spend something like a
million a year, or about that sum, perhaps
a little more. I would like to point out
that there must be a little error in the
calculation in that reward, because we
are informed' by the Commissioner of
Railways that there is a hiability for
rolling-stock which is on the water, or
has been ordered, to the amnount of
£600,000, or something like that-I am
not particular to a few thousands when
we are talking of millions - which
rolling-stock is likely to arrive very
shortly, and it will have to be paid
for. Therefore, the public works that
will have to be carried out in addi-
tion to paying for the rolling-stock
will be of comparatively small moment.
The Government will want more than a
million during the first year. There have
been some remarks -made this evening in
regard to the question of the manlagement
of the railways, and I would like members
to consider for a moment the assertions
which have been made, for they are
certainly too serious to be passed over with
a few words in the House, and may cast
a stigma on those responsible for the
Government railways. 1 do not know
whether these remarks are justified, but
I imagine they must be by what was
stated by the Commissioner of Railways,
for he said the management was not
satisfactory. Then, why do not the
Government at, once set to work and
appoint a commission of men who know
what railway management is, and let the
matter be thoroughly investigated ?' It is
not right for lion. members to set them-
selves up as judges of a huge concern
like the management of the railways.
There are very few members in the House
who have had experience in the manage-
inent of railways, yet members arc pre-
pared to cast stigmas broadcast. Some
members do not pause to consider what
they are saying, for we have heard suuh
words as "thievery." I do not think it is
right for members to use the privileges
of Parliament to talk like that. If the
management of the railways is not
satisfactory- and the Commissioner says
it is not-it is the bounden duty
of the Government, and in this the
Government would be supported by every
member of the House, to appoint some
competent tribunal to go into the matter
thoroughly, and let us understand how
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exactly we stand.- If 'we come to the
question of rolling-stock, there is an item
of £2742,000 which I understand from
the Commissioner is the estimate of the
permanent head of the management of
the railways, and that is & huge sum to
accept on the ipse dixit of any gentleman
who is attacked as this gentleman has
been attacked in the House. 'When
those items come on for discussion, I shall
oppose every one as long as I possibly can,
until the matter I have mentioned is

inqired into. Not only have statements
been uttered in the House, but they have

been printed in the Press; and until
those statements are proved not to be
correct, or are proved to be merely the
idle imaginations of some persons, we
shall be wanting in our duty to the
country if we do not seize the opportunity
at once and deal with it.

THE Commusiosn or RAI.LwArs:- We
must have the rolling-stock, even if there
is a change in management.

Mnt. GEORGE:- The Commissioner
has only just come into the House, and
has not beard the point I1 was dealing
with. As far as the rolling-stock is con-
cerned, I have argued over and over again
there should be sufficient for the present
railways and those authorised to be con-
structed. :I have for several years urged
on the Government that it was not only
their duty to provide for the building
of railways, but for the equipment
of them too. The point I am trying
to make is that the Commissioner of
Railways stated that the management
of the railways was not satisfactory.
Several members have followed in th~e
same strain, and have gone as far as to
say that there were malpractices, using
the word "1thievery "; and we should see
that this question is inquired into at
once. If the management he corrupt, if
those who have been managing the depart-
mnent have been false, have betrayed their
trust, let us know it. Do not leave us to
discover it from the columns of the news-
paper Press. Do not let the Press be
telling us day after day and week after
week that these things are going on. We
as members of Parliament are just as
much members of the Government as we
should be if we were sworn in as Minis-
ters; and are we going to remain supine
when all these accusations are being
thrown about broadcast ? The Premier

said in his speech some things that I
agree with most heartily. One thing be
said was that the House would need to be
very careful as to the spending of the
money. Certainly there is need for that,
but there is also need for our being care-
f ul before we -start spending. If we have
no confidence in those on the strength of
whose advice wu are borrowing and spend-
ing the money, if we have no confidence
in the honesty and ability of those who
advise us, how can 'we sanction the expen-
ditureP The argument of the Minister
for Public Works was that he relied on
the advice given to him by the expert of
his department, Mr. C. Y. O'Connor. The
Minister says he is perfectly prepared to
accept that advice, and to act on it;- and
I think he is right in taking that stand.
I do not propose to attack Mr. O'Connor.
But 1 say, as a member of the House, if
the Government. come down and ask us,
on the advice of another gentleman
occupying quite as important a position
as Mr. O'Connor, to spend £742,000 in
rolling-stock, we ought to have every
confidence in his honesty and integrity.
If we have not, we ought at once to
formulate some inquiry to ascertain
whether the statemnents bandied about
are true or not; because these statements
are just as much to the dishonour of the
Government as they are to that of those
servants managing the railways concern-
ing whom they are made. Now as to
whether the Government are pursuing
the practice of former Governments
or not in bringing this Bill down
does not matter to moe or to hion.
members generally. The practice niay
have been wrong; in my opinion it has
very frequently been wroug. But in the
position of the present Government, it
should he their pride and their aim to set
right whatever has been wrong in the
actions of their predecessors, and there-
fore to bring matters before uis in at way
which we, ao practically a new House,
may understand and may not have cause
to regret as time goes by. T quite agree
with the Premier as regards under-
estimates, and remember making par-
ticular reference to the Bunbutry Harbour
Works last session, when I pointed out
thatwe were asked for.£100,000 originally,
that we had to give £44,000 more, and
even the latter amount did not do the
work. I way ask in connection with the
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Loan Bill-and on this point I am in
accord with the member for the Williams
(Hon. F. H. Piesse)-where is the
necessity for coming down to ask us for
authority to borrow three and a half
millions of money, for so large an author-
isation P Because, little as I pretend to
know about the money market in con-
nection with such big sums as this, I
venture to say the Treasurer will not be
able to prove that the present time is
likely to be an opportune one for the pur-
pose of raising so great an amount.

THE OLONIAL TREASURER: We pro-
pose to raise only one and a half millions.
This extends over three years.

MR. GEORGE: But, as I pointed out,
if you have rolling-stock to the extent of
three-quarters of a million on order, you
will require that amount at once.

THE COLONIAL TREASURER: That is
why we want the Bill passed.

Ma. GEORGE: Yes; but this is going
away from the fact that you must have
more money than one and a half millions.
You must raise more money to put your-
selves clear, because yo~u have that
£C588,000 to square off for one thing;
that is required at the present time; and
you want this £742,000 besides. There
is a million and a quarter, out of the
million and a half, leaving,£256,000 to do
what with ? To do very little work in the
coming year. So I maintain it is un-
doubtedly inconsistent for the Govern-
ment to say that they require only one
million of money each year during the
next three years. Another thing I do
not understand is, if the Government
are satisfied with the expert evidence
which is given them by their two experts,
one in connection with public works and
one in connection with the traffic, how it
is Ministers should express willingness to
cut down the railway items by one half.
I do not see how th~y can cut down the
railways by one half. It was stated here
this evening by the Premier--I took the
words down myself -that lie did not mind
if the railways were cut down by one half.

Tan PREMIER, The vote, the item.
MR. GEORGE:t Well, anyway, I do

not see -
THE PREMIER: It would have meant

another Loan Bill.
MR. GEORGE: It does not matter if

it did mean another Loan Bill. I would
prefer more Loan Bills.

THE -COLONIAL TREASURER: I would
not.

ME. GEORGE: No; I know that. I
would prefer having no Loan Bill at all,
but to have in its place jusat a full Treasury
chest to dip my hand into. However, as
regards these loans, it is just as well for
Parliament to keep a tight hand on
them.

THE PREMIER: Hear, hear.
Mn. GEORGE: If necessary I would

prefer three Loan Bills, each for one
million of money. I certainly shall not

support the second reading, and when the
schedule comes to be discussed in Commit-
tee r shall state my opinion in regard to
therailways. I intend tomaintain the same
opposition right through, for I consider if
there is one thing we ought to he jealous
of it is the reputation of those whom we
bavt to trust in the spending of these huge
sums of money. I donot refer toMinisters,
because they are merely the accident of
the time. I refer to the permanent heads
of the departments. The character of
-these men must be entirely without
reproach. They must be such men that
tbe country, at any rate, can feel, whether
this set of Ministers is in or whether the
other set is in, that the business con-
cerns of the country are in the hands of
men on whose honesty and integrity and
ability we can rely. When we find that
these beads are attacked, whether it be
the heads of the Railways or the heads of
the Public Works, as they have been
during the last few months-and it is
acknowledgedhy theComnmissionerof Rail-
ways that one department concerned is not
satisfactory-then I say it is time for a
thorough investigation into the conduct
-of those heas, so that, we may know
exactly how we stand. The Commiis-
sioner of Railways also said that the late
Government ordered the rolling-stock,
and left this Government to find the
money to pay for it. As to that, I do
not Suppose any Government will ever
occupy those benches without finding
themselves in the same position-some of
the liabilities incurred by the outgoing
Government will have to be provided for
by the incoming Government. That is
not the question.

A MEMBER: Some of these things were
dlone without authority.

MR. GEORGE : A good many things
have to be done without authority, even
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in our private lives. I do not suppose
the hon. member who interjected has
domestic authority, every time he is
shaved or has his hair cut. As to the
shortage of roling-stock, in one niew,
as I interjected, it is satisfactory that
there should be a shortage, and it is
satisfactory now. I contend -that the
shortage of rolling-stock is simpiy a
mark of the abnormal progress of the
country. Perhaps the shortagb should
not have been so accentuated ha it is.
But if the rolling-stock- were up to all
requirements, I for one should feel that
the country had entered on a. period of
stagnation.

THE CoxxIIssoNER OF RAILWAYS: We
are 50 per cent. short.

Mat. GEORGE: I know that, and I
knorv exactly how it came about in the
first instance. At the same time I am
not one of those who say that a cry for
trucks shows an undesirable condition of
things. It shows that the progress of
the country has been beyond the antici-
pations of the railway management, and
that the shortage was one that in the
exigencies of Government could not 'he
avoided. I notice too that an hon. mem-
ber said we were not capable of dealing
with the expenditure. This strengthens
my argument that we should investigate
the condition of the railways and see
exactly how things are coing. If the
permanent heads of the Radfways and the
permanent heads of the Works Depart-
ment are not trusted by the people--and
they cannot be if the newspapers speak
the truth, and we know that newspapers
with one notable exception never tell lies
-- tben I say it is time to put our foot
down firmly and insist on a, thorough
investigation. I shall therefore follow
the lead of my friend the member for the
Williams (Hon. F. H. Piesse) with regard
to this matter. As for the Coolgardie
Water Scheme, that surely is a work the
success of which has long been past dis-
cussion. The House has repeatedly by
overwhelming majorities-on one occasion
by 22 to 4, 1 think--decided that the
scheme should go on; and it is idle for
members of Parliament to enter on a
debate as to the advantages or disadvan-
tage of the undertaking, unless they are
absolutetv prepared to go so far as to say,
"We will stop all farther work: w e will

not allow anything more to be done: we

are prepared as members of Parliament
representing the country to face the loss
that must ensue from the stoppage of it."
If they are not prepared to face that big
question fairly and squarely -and I do
not think any member of this House is-
then it is idle for them to debate the
scheme any farther. We might as well
try to stop a huge stone rolling down a
steep hill as try to atop this work. The
joints may perhaps leak and even the

pipes themselves may have defects: diffi-
culties of that description are insepar-
able from so great an undertaking, and
they will be overcome; but the House
has pledged itself to the scheme time
after time on the faith of the reports of
the expert Engineer-in-Chief, and I con-
tend it is too late for us now to try. to
turk the efforts which that gentleman
and his colleagues have made.

Tus: COLONIAL TREASURER (in
reply as mover) . Before this debate on
the second reading closes, I 'wishb to
explain a few things which hon. niembers
may like to have explained. The Govern-
ment received these amounts at the time
of bringing in this Bill. I desire to call
attention to the fact that the House
should sanction the allocation as soon as
possible, so that the Bill may be placed
on the table without delay. Regarding
the liability, I contend that the present
Government are not responsible for the
loan at all. We have proposed no new
works. Certainly we ha-ve put on tbe
list various votes, but these it would be
quite in the power of the Committee to
alter or even to strike out altogether, as
they please. I desire to call special
attention to the fact that the first 15
items refer distinctly to works which aire
in hand, and which cannot be altered.
Remarks have been made with reference
to the Cue-Nannine Railway construc-
tion. Hon. members know that a, Bill
has been passed for this line. 'Part of
the money is alrea.dy in hand, and the
balance here is intended to complete the
work.

Miz. Horxis: That is-not in accord-
ance with what was. stated by the member
for the Williams (Hon. F. H. Piesse).

Tun COLONIAL TREASURER: If
the Committee desire to strike the item
out, a good many people will be very
pleased, and a good many will be sorely
displeased. However, the items down to
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item 15 take iii over three millions of this
Bill. Now if hon. members-

A. MEMB)ER: Is tha all that is wanted
to complete the works?

Tue COLONIAL TREASURER:
Just a moment. With respect to these
1.5 items, I think the House will not be
disposed to alter any of them--at any
rate not to strike any of them out alto-
gether. Now these items account for
over three millions of money. In bring-
ing in the Bill I desired particularly to
impress on the House, and to let all
members know, what the attitude of the
Go-verumen t is. We desired to ascertain
from our experts what amount of money
was necessary to complete these works
to which we considered the country
absolutely committed. We felt that we
must settle this point before we could
consider any new works. I was astounded,
and I think the other members of the
Government were astounded, when it was
found that we should have to provide
three millions of money to complete
works which were actually in hand now,
and which caninot be laid aside no matter
what views we take. Hon. members
perhaps forget that this sum provides for
reappropriations, made withbout authority.
There was no authority for these reap-
propriations at the time the money was
taken from the votes. The money was
required to carry on and complete these
works. By 1 Vict. No. 9 £395,000, and
by 62 Vict. No. 7 £581,000-or £956,000
in all-was taken from the votes origin-
ally allocated to the coinpletion of these
works. That amiount of £956,000 is to
go back now.

HoN. F. H. PIESse: £256,000 hats
been repaid.

THE COLJONIAL TREASURER: A
total of £2956,000 wats taken f romn these
works, and before we can set the finances
in order that sum must be refunded, or
provision must be made for it in some
other way, which comes to practically the
same thing.

How. F. H. PIEasE: But of that there
has been £255,000 refuinded-£200,000
rolling-stock, and £56,000 depnamental.

TH[E COLONIAL TREASURER:
From what votei

'How. F. H. PiassE: From the latst
vote.

TusCOLONIAL TREASURER: This
is simply applying certain sums of money

for the purpose of completing works for
which provision was not properly made.
The object we have in view is honestly to
put before the Committee and before the
country the amount of money required te
complete, works in hand, in order that
this Parliament may say whether these
works are to be continued or discontinued.
There is no point, as far as the Govern-
inent are concerned, in insisting upon a
whole three years' supply being voted,
other than this. So long as hon. members
know that, when they are voting any
portion of this Bill, they are committing
the country to the full amount of the Bill
as far as we are able to estimate it, then
the Govern ment have no objection to the
Bill being cut down from 3-1 millions to
24 millions or 1 million, or any other
figure. But let it be distinctly underptood
that whether hen. members vote for I
mu]lion, 2+ millions, or 3 illions, they
are. Committing the country to an expendi-
ture, ats far as these figures are concerned,
of over three millions of money.
* MR. W. J. GEORGE:' Indorsing what

has been done before.
'Ths COLONIAL TREASURER:

Indorsing what has been dlone before.
The ether half million, or less than half
mnillion, is composed of items which it
has been usual to put into our Loan Bills
for the purpose of carrying on works. If
the House say we shall spend no more
money on the Development of Goldfields
and ineral resources, we can strike out
that £144,200: if they say there shall be
no Development of Agriculture, especially
in the direction of drainage, then they
can strike out that £42,400. If the
Committee are prepared to strike out
" Immigration," they can do so. B3nt
they cannot strike out "Departmental,"
b"eue if we are to continue the works
enumerated, -we must have this depart-
mental expenditure, which will go on
anyhow; and consequently the most that
can be done with this Bill will be
to reduce it by, say, £350,000. Now
it is argrued that these figures are
over-estimated. WVell, they atre over-esti-
mated-that is, after the old fashion
of financing-to the extent of the dis-
counts and expenses of raising loans. If
there be aL change in the money market,
we may perhaps be able to raise these
moneys for less than the 6 per oent. here
allowed. But I want to state definitely,

rASSEMBLY.] Secand reading.
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it is the opinion of the best financiers to
whom we can get access that it will not
he safe for Western Australia to approach
the London market without underwriting.
And here is 14+ per cent, at once.

HON. F. H. PIESsE: There was a
special arrangement.

THE COLONIAkL TREASURER: I
am quoting the figures here; and I want
to say, whatever will be the cost, the last
loan the Government raised cost 5 per
cent, and a little over; and if we can
raise a loan at that rate, well, so much
the better: we shall have so much more
money. If there be a balance, the House
will have perfect control of the balance;
and as far as the expenditure of these
moneys is concerned, the House lose no
contra]. This Bill gives us no power to
spend, but only power to raise; it is the
Loan Estimates which give the power to
spend, and hon. members cam control
those Loan Estimates in any way they
choose. Then the question comes as to
why we raise money just now. Well,
here is a cable from London, received
from the Agent General on the 3rd July,
1901 . He cabled to me:

Is the Loan Bill passed F Lose no time.
The holidays are approaching. Every day of
importance.
Now in the face of a cable like that fromt
Sir E. H. Wittenoom, who is well in touch
with the money-market-and we have
other information which comes to the Gov-
ermnent-how could the Government do
anythilug else than bring in this Bill now;
and how, in view of the fact that hon.
members want to adjourn this House
over the holidays, could I as Treasurer do
anything else but urge the House to pass
this 1Bil1 at once? Here is the latest
cablegram:

After consultation with bankers, recom-
mend fresh loan about to be issued should be
three and a half per cent., pari paean of exist-
ing loans. Authoristion anxiously expected.-
WITTENOOU.

Now in the face of cables like this, surely
the House will acquit the Government of
any undue haste or any unreasonable call
upon the patience of hon. members, when
we say at once: If in the opinion of the
House we are to take authorisation for
only a part of the money we want, well
and good: let the House take the respon-
sibility. Speaking for myself and for
the Government, we advise the House to

pass a Bill sufficient to cover the amount
of money required to finish the works we
have in hand; and we say that is the
only sound financial way in which to deal
with the question. If the House choose
to say " Well, we will not pass that,"
they will gain nothing; because when
they have passed the Bill they will still
have to deal with their authorisations,
and to complete their works. The mem-
ber for the Williams (Hon. F. H. Piesse)
suggested that the Government had
authorisations to raise one million of
money, also the balance of the X520,000,
which balance is now something over
£400,000. But the hon. member surely
forgets that million of money has already
been hypothecated for Tlreasury bills
due in December next, and that it is not
possible to raise Treasury bills unless
there be an authorisation behind them:
consequently, if the Government were to
raise this sum to-morrow, they would have
to pay off the Treasury bifls with the
money, and that would not help us at
all. We hope to raise a loan upon a new
authoriSAtion, to carry on our works and
to pay our indebtedness and liabilities
that are coming to hand, and to hold the
position for the next six months in the
hope that we may be able to do some-
thing satisfactory in connection with

Ithose Treasury bills. Again, it was
suggested that the Government should

Itake somne steps5 to raise a certain portion
Of their loans in this State. Immiediately
I took office, I made inquiries as to
whether it was possible to raise the
balance of our authorisations in the
neighbouring States; and all the advice I
could get was adverse to the proposal at
the present time. At the same time, I
do hope the Government wvill be able to
raise this small amount in Australia or
in some other satisfactory way. Now,
suppose we were to take the advice of
the leader of the Opposition (Hon. F. H.
Piesse) to go on the market for that
£400,000 odd, what would be the effect?
It would close the door for a loan for at
least twelve months, and then we should
be in the position of having over1;
millions of liabilities which we had no
means of meeting. I think that would
be mad financing. I propose to keep
control of this £400,000 odd, and to
endeavour to raise it in as satisfactory a
manner as is possible. I wish particularly
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to defend the statement I have made in
connection with this 0oolgardie Water
Scheme. The closing words of Section 4
of the Loan Act of 1896 (60 Viet., No.
12) areas follow:

The contributions to the sinking, fond for
the repayment of the sum by this Act
authorised to be raised shall be tinee pounds
per contaim per annum, payable half-yearly,
and shall commence four years from the date
of the first issue of the debentures or inscribed
stock.

HON. F. H. Pissiz: That should be
read with 48 Vict., No. 4, Sections 10
and 24.

THE COTONIAL TREASURER: I
do not know what it should be read
with; but I read it, and my Under
Treasurer reads it, as meaning that we
are responsible for raising the money for
repayment of the first issue of debentures
or inscribed stock; and the people who
have lent us the money have the same
idea. Of course, this is a law point; and
if our legal advisers say it is not neces-
sary to raise it, I shall be much pleased
as far as I am concerned.

HoN. F. H. iEsBE: Itisaslhavesaid.
Tnn COLONIAL TREASURER: I

have consulted the A ttorney General, and
I do not think he is with the hon.
member. Now, I must ask the attention
of the House for about one minute to
thi question, which I deem of vast

importance to this country, the question
of the price of water delivered at Cool-
gardie. The then Premier (Right Hon.
Sir J. Forrest) in introducing the Bill in
1896, said, after giving the figures -

Making the total wvorking expenses £320,000.
For this expenditure, we will supply 1,'525
million gallons of water at a cost of 3a. 5d. per
thousand gallons.
In the same speech Sir John Forrest
said:

As it is assumed that it will be for mining
and other purposes at the rate of 3s. id. per
thousand gallons, the relief to the 40,000
people above mentioned to the enormous
extent of X350,000 per annum, will be done
without any cost to the country whatever.
Now these are the fixed figures. Then
again, Sir John Forrest said in the same
speech:-

Whereas under this scheme he (that is the
man upon the goldfields] would have to pay
for the same quantity only about s. Gd. That
is the position of agin: 3s. 6d. wrill then buy
as, much water us £10 to £20 would buy under
Lciitng circumnstances.

Now throughout this country from end
to end, and in every speech, the public
have been led to understand that the
water was to be delivered to them at Ss.
6d. per thousand gallons; whereas I
have proved from the Engineer-in-Chief's
own report that his estimate of a cost of
3s. 6d. per thousand gallons was for the
delivery of water in bulk to a point on
the fields, provided we can sell five
million gallons every day of the 365 days
in the year. But I say, that is an abso-
lute impossibility; and by a parity of
reasoning, if it cost £320,000 to deliver
this five million gallons a day, the
difference in the cost of delivering a
smaller quantity will be very immaterial;
and consequently if we sell an average of
only half the quantity a day, the cost of
delivering it at Coolgardie will be 7s. and
not s. 6d. a thousand; and so on with
any proportion, less or more. That being
the ease, I thought, and I still think, it
is of the greatest importance that the
people should understand that while this
water will be sold at perhaps actual cost
price, covering expenses, interest, and
sinking hind, it cannot possibly be sold
at Ba. 6d. a thousand gallodsa.

Ma. GEORGE: They will be pleased to
get it even at the increased price.
M. Hopnwms: They will be better

pleased when it is demonstrated that the
water can be taken there.

Tiss COLONIAL TREASURER:
Before sitting down, I want to urge on
the House the desirableness of getting
this Bill through to-night, even if we sit
all night to do it; because it is not a
question of discussing the righteousness
or unrighteousness of these works. These
works have all been discussed in this or
rather in the last Pariamnent, for hours
and hours; and whether the works be
good or baa, the country is cornmritted to
the bulk of them. I want to show hon.
members just how the position stands.
We have fixed indents coming in before
the end of the present financial year;
and I want to impress on the House the
fact that this loan is the only loan we can
raise during this financial year. We
cannot go again to the market. The total
sum required in London by the 30th
June is £2989,000; and we must make
some provision for it, because we have less
than £100,000 there now;i and the indents
of the former Government are being pre-
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sented to our Agent General in London,
and we shall have to make providion for
their payment. Hence the urgency;
hence it is the Agent General wires that
tihe authorisation is anxiously expected,
because he has engagements to meet; and
as soon as the House pass the authorisa-
dion to borrow any sum they like to fix,
then we shall be able to get anl advance
in London, and to carrv things on
pleasantly until we can lit this loan
properly floated. I have already men-
tioned. the fact that January and July
am the two months most favourable for
borrowing; and that is confirmed by the
strong telegram from the Agent General.
The Government are quite prepared to
make in the schedule anly alteration
which the House may think fit; and,
moreover, so long as it is understood that
the House are committed by passing the
Bill to the three and a half milons of
money, then we have no objection toan
alteration in the amount. I thik, how-
ever, that alteration would be unwise. I
still contend that for the purposes of
sound finance this Bill should be for an
amount that will cover the works we
propose to do, and that the Government
should be in a position to avail them-
selves of the money market at any
time that is most suitable 'for raising
the money for the required works.
I hope the House will pass the second
reading, and then we cia get into Com-
mittee. I want to get the Bill through
to-night, and if we cannot pass it before
the adjournment, we shall not be able to
do so till August.

MR. W. 3. GORGE: It can be done
before tea to-morrow.

THE (COLONIAL TREASURER: Of
conurse I can only advise the House, and
I do not attempt to dictate to or control
members in any shape or form. I give
my opinion for what it is worth, and I
say the duty we owe to the State at the
present time in connection with our
finances is to pass this Bill, which ought
to have been passed a week ago at least,
and the Government ought to be in a
position to cable to London to-morrow
nighit on this question. I strongly urge
the Committee to sit if necessary all
night, and to get the Bill through. I
hope I have made my position clear.

MR. J. JS. HIGHAM (Fremantle): I
see no prospect of bringing the debate to

a conclusion to-night, and I therefore beg
to move the adjournment of the debate.

THE CoLonnA TREASURER: No.
Motion for adjournment put, and a

division taken with the following re-
sut:-

Ayes..
Noes..

Majority f4
ArTs.

Mr. Butche"
Mr. Connor
Mi.. Diamond
Mr. Doherty
Mr. Ewing
Mr. Geoe
Mr. Gordo
Mr. Harper
Mr. Hayar
Mr. Hcks
Mr. Bighaorn
Mr. Hutchinson
Mr. JTacoby
Mr. Plaese

Mr. Sayer
Mr. Stowe
Mr. Thronel
Mr. Telverton
Mr. O'Connor (T.iler).

.. .. 21
18

NotE.
Mr. Daglish
Mr. Hati
Mr. Holmes
Mr. Hopkins
Mr. Iinrworth
Mr. Inne.,
Mr. Kingsnill
Mr. Leaks
Mr. McDonald
Mr. Nanson
Mr. Reid
Mr. Beside
Mr. Smith
Mr. Taylor
Mr. Wallae
Mr. Wilson
Mr. Gardiner (Teller).

Motion thus passed, and the debate
adjourned.

ADJOURNMENT.
The House adjourned at eight minutes

past 10 o'clock, until the next day.

ltrgisiatibe (toitn cilI,
Wednesday, 171A July, 1,901.

Maesa. Assent to asupply Bill-Parr Presented-
Le o Absence (dote )-Loan Legislation, Be-
maks in anticipation; Sittingmauspendod-AdJoun.
moent.

THE PRESIDENT took the Chair at
4-30 o'clook, p.m.
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SUPPLY BILL.
Governor inti-
assent to the


